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News Analysis
In the months running up to Lte World congress 
2014 there was a rush of announcements from 
the operator community about the current and 
impending commercial availability of Voice over 
Lte. Meanwhile early June saw the launch of the 
Virtualization 100 Group, reflected the growing 
importance of key architectural shifts like nFV 
and sDn.  

InterVIeW

Fotis Karonis, CTO, EE
A former cIo of Athens Airport, Fotis Karonis 
shoulders both cto and cIo responsibilities at 
UK operator ee. It was Karonis who oversaw ee’s 
march-stealing launch of Lte at 1800MHz and 
who is responsible for the network that now 
accounts for more than 80 per cent of UK Lte 
subscriptions.

execUtIVe InterVIeW 

Jonathan Olsson,  
Security Specialist, Ericsson
the swedish vendor is adding its voice to the 
industry discussion on network security. Jonathan 
olsson, responsible for security at the ericsson 
cto office, talks to McI about the evolution of the 
security landscape, how this is affected by the move 
to Lte and why the firm is backing 3GPP’s secAM 
security assurance standards. 

FeAtUres

Number 5 is alive
At this year’s Mobile World congress, 5G was 
being openly discussed as part of the conference 
programme, putting it squarely on the agenda. McI 
looks at the access and core technologies that may 
shape the industry of tomorrow. 

Eyes on the price
Lte pricing is changing fast as the market matures 
amid rapid uptake. But while some operators are 
looking to new charging models that draw on the 
sophistication Lte enables, others are still duking it 
out with least-cost options. 

Long term harmony
Being able to make a single device that will 
connect to Lte anywhere in the world is such an 
obviously good idea that you would expect all 
stakeholders to work together in order to make it 
happen, wouldn’t you?

MArKetPLAce

Lte supplier listings

tHe InForMer

Super hero movie meets Taxi Driver
As a crack squad of vendors assembles for an 
assault on 5G, London cabbies offer a lesson in 
dispute resolution.

Broadband World Forum
21-23 October 2-14
RAI Exhibition and Convention Centre, Amsterdam
broadbandworldforum.com

SDN & NFV 2014
15-17 September 2014
Nice Acropolis
sdnconference.com

Bluetooth Europe
16-17 September 2014
Hilton Amsterdam Netherlands
bluetootheuropeevent.com

Managed Services World Congress
16-17 September 2014
London, UK
managedservices-world.com

LTE Asia
23-25 September 2014
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
asia.lteconference.com

The Broadband World Forum is 
the world’s largest broadband 
event exploring how network 
innovation is powering the global 
connected society. What’s unique 
about the Broadband World Forum 
is that we bring senior fixed 

and mobile telecoms executives 
together with global IT, media 
and government innovators to 
create an exciting and engaging 
community which meets, interacts 
and exchanges ideas on the 
future of our industry.
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The 4G normality

It takes a vision of the future to crystalise 
the limitations of the present. So when 
discussions of 5G were given stage time at 

this year’s Mobile World Congress LTE was—by 
default—raised (or lowered, depending on your 
point of view) to normality status. 

In our feature on page 18 we take a look at 
some of the technologies that early discussions 
suggest will prove essential to the 5G arsenal. 
For anyone who’s been in the industry a long 
time this will call forth similar feelings to 
those experienced when people started talking 
openly about the third generation, never mind 
the fourth. Specifi cally, those early attempts 
to assimilate a number of technical concepts 
that border on the abstract but which will 
one day be literal touchpoints for billions of 
people worldwide. 

These things will not remain abstractions for 
long. If there’s one thing the industry is forever 
reminding us it is that the pace of change seems 
to be in permanent acceleration. And early 
moves into the defi nition and realisation of 
5G from a handful of operators, vendors and 
academics are already well underway. 

Another characteristic of the industry that 
manages to be at once unchanging and re-
freshing is the debate which surrounds every 
development. As you will see from our 5G fea-
ture, there are those who would claim that 4G 
was technically old hat by the time it reached 
commercialisation. So perhaps 5G represents 
an opportunity to deploy the fi rst genuinely 
new air interface in two decades. No doubt 
such observations will divide opinion. 

Meanwhile, back in the real world of LTE, 
the industry is getting to grips with the op-
erational necessity of making it pay. In our 
feature on LTE pricing (see page 22) we look 
at some of the charging models upon which 
leading operators are betting the farm as they 
seek to differentiate their service and monetise 
their investment. And in another illustration of 
how the industry accommodates both change 
and continuity, some operators remain com-
mitted to low-cost pricing as the only means 
of competition. 

As technology changes, so do the key de-
mands made of top industry executives. Our 
lead interview this month is with Fotis Karonis, 
CTO of UK LTE leader EE. Perhaps an indicator 
of the future of this role in the wider industry, 
Karonis is both CTO and CIO, with a breadth of 
perspective that makes for interesting reading. 

The industry is in constant evolution, refl ect-
ing the truth that normality itself is little more 
than a fl eeting concept. 
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NEWS AnAlysIs

As you might expect, there was close competition in 
the US and once AT&T broke ahead of the pack with 
an announcement to go live with the technology on 

May 23, it wasn’t long before the rest came out with plans 
of their own. 

Simultaneously AT&T said it will introduce HD Voice 
services, which look likely to be the centre of the company’s 
VoLTE marketing campaign, promising customers they will 
no longer “have to choose between faster data speeds and 
crystal clear conversations.”

But it soon became clear that handset support is a 
stumbling block and the initial market will be quite limited. 
For AT&T, HD Voice will only be available to customers who 
have a Samsung S4 mini and are making or receiving calls 
in a limited footprint comprising “select areas” in Illinois, 
Indiana, Minnesota and Wisconsin. AT&T stressed more 
devices and an expanded coverage area would follow in 
due course.

Main rival Verizon said it would start national rollout of 
the technology later this year, also offering an HD Voice 
experience, using the AMR-wideband standard, which the 
company claims provides the best voice quality available 
now and allows for future interoperability with others.

Seeking to offset the handset concerns, but not actually 
giving any details, the company only said it will have “a 
robust line-up of VoLTE-enabled smartphones” available 
when the service launches, with select handsets to be 
VoLTE-enabled through a software update leading up to the 
roll out of the service.

Verizon’s VoLTE will also offer video calling options, 
including making and receiving video calls directly from 
contact lists. As part of the VoLTE video calling experience, 
customers have the ability to change their calls instantly 
from voice-only to voice and video, with the rollout also 
setting the stage for future enhancements through Rich 
Communications Services (RCS).

Over on T-Mobile USA’s network in the Seattle area, VoLTE 
is already available for the LG G Flex, Samsung Galaxy Note 
3 and Samsung Galaxy Light, after the devices have been 
software updated. T-Mobile has been offering HD Voice over 
HSPA already since January 2013, but VoLTE enables HD 
Voice over the LTE network now as well.

There were similar noises being made elsewhere in 
the world. Algerian incumbent operator Algérie Télécom 

Saying “hi” to VoLTE
In this industry, technology announcements are like buses. You 
wait for one for ages and then several turn up at once. It seemed 
like barely a working day went by in May without some operator 
somewhere announcing a Voice over LTE (VoLTE) deployment.

launched North Africa’s first LTE network in early May, 
boosting its broadband offering as well as offering VoLTE 
services. While over in France, Bouygues Telecom said it 
would start carrying the first voice and video calls over 
LTE later this year with a view to commercial launch of the 
service in 2015. Bouygues also talked up the benefits of the 
service, such as HD voice, along with shorter call set-up 
times and enriched IP-based communication services such 
as video calling. 

Meanwhile, Japanese incumbent operator NTT DoCoMo 
announced plans to launch VoLTE services following a 
planned software update scheduled for late June or early 
July. DoCoMo said that users will be able to access LTE data 
throughputs of 150Mbps during voice calls as well as the 
firm’s disaster information notifications.

The operator’s existing LTE billing plans—for its Xi-
branded high speed data service—will apply to VoLTE 
voice calls, while packet communication charges for 
VoLTE video calls will be waived until September 2015, 
DoCoMo said. After that video calls will attract both 
packet and voice charges

Already there are signs that operators are trying to 
outdo each other in terms of features and functionality. 
During late May, Singaporean incumbent Singtel launched 
what it claims is the world’s first commercial “fully 
featured” VoLTE service. The city state operator, which 
launched the service in partnership with Samsung and 
Ericsson, said its 4G Clearvoice service is the only live 
VoLTE service offering features such as call waiting and 
call forwarding over an LTE network.

The service will be made available to existing LTE 
postpaid customers at no extra cost, the firm said, with 
minutes of use drawn from existing bundles. SingTel also 
highlighted improvements in latency, promising that calls 
would be established in less than two seconds. The Single 
Radio Voice Call Continuity (SRVCC) handover solution, 
which moves calls seamlessly to the 3G network should the 
4G connection be lost, is also supported.

The service will first be available to customers who 
own Samsung’s Galaxy Note 3, after a software update 
enabling VoLTE. Models sold from the beginning of June 
will have the update pre-installed, while Singtel said 
that other devices would receive the update “in the 
coming months.”

Sensing an opportunity to roll two hot topics into 
one announcement, Russian operator MTS and network 
equipment provider Nokia announced the completion 
of what Nokia said was the first VoLTE call to be carried 
on virtualized telco cloud infrastructure. The test was 
carried out on MTS’s live network, using Nokia-supplied 
suite of virtualized core network elements, including IMS, 
Telephony Application Server (TAS) and Home Subscriber 
Server (HSS), running in MTS’ private cloud. These were 
controlled by Nokia’s Cloud Application Manager.

Finally, Belgacom-owned interconnect specialist BICS 
said its platform is now enabling next generation voice 
services such as HD voice and VoLTE to end users. According 
to the Global mobile Suppliers Association (GSA), over 100 
operators have already deployed HD Voice services and 
this is expected to increase as operators internationally 
accelerate the transition to VoIP. n

Already there are signs that operators 
are trying to outdo each other in terms of 

features and functionality.
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Both virtualization and Software Defined Networking 
are considered essential to the future of telco 
networks in order to deliver flexibility, scalability 

and quicker time to market for new services, forming 
an integral part of next generation networking and 5G 
technologies. 

The Virtualization 100 group, consisting of influential 
executives in the network virtualization and SDN industry 
that launched at the Network Virtualization and SDN World 
global congress in June, polled attendees and found that 
50 per cent of respondents have already deployed SDN/
NFV or are planning to do so by the end of 2014. The 
Cloud Data Centre, LTE core network (EPC) and multi-layer 
transport network were voted as the top three positions 
within the network where SDN and virtualization should 
first be applied.

The findings support wider movements in the industry 
and follow a flood of announcements from vendors 
and service providers throughout May. What’s also 
becoming clear is that open source solutions and vendor 
interoperability are hugely important and necessary for the 
future of both SDN and virtualization.

SDN specialist Cyan announced a collaboration 
with European carrier Telefónica and Linux developer 
Red Hat to develop a network functions virtualization 
(NFV) architecture optimised for communications 
service providers. Using the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
OpenStack platform, the two companies are seeking 
to orchestrate the deterministic placement of virtual 
network functions in the server infrastructure to 
maximize performance.

“Telefónica believes NFV is an important and 
transformative technology,” said Enrique Algaba, Network 
Innovation and Virtualisation Director at Telefónica 
I+D-Global CTO Unit. “We believe that the deterministic 
allocation of CPU, memory, I/O, and storage relative 
to a particular type of VNF is critical to delivering the 
predictable performance needed for telco-grade network 
functions. This new deterministic architecture transforms 
a generic cloud computing data center into a Telco Data 
Center capable of supporting NFV.”

Indeed, Telefónica is one of the most vigorous operators 
within the NFV community and the firm marked the 
opening of MWC 2014 by setting out aggressive plans 

Virtual gains
There have been many bold claims made about the economic and 
operational benefits that virtualization might bring, as well as 
the fundamental architectural changes that mesh telecom and IT 
functions and what this means for the industry. 

for the virtualization of its network functions, including 
detailed timelines relating to different network elements. 
The project has been dubbed ‘Unica’ and has as its 
headline aim the virtualization of 30 per cent of all new 
infrastructure by 2016. Ahead of the announcement, 
Telefónica’s global CTO Enrique Blanco briefed a small 
number of industry press about the firm’s plans, saying 
Telefónica is “reaching the limits” of the performance 
it can drive from proprietary vendor platforms, and the 
“lever” with which the operator can exert the greatest 
force for change is virtualization.

Japanese carrier NTT Docomo and local equipment 
vendor NEC claimed they had successfully virtualised 
the EPC to support the functions required for NFV. Tests 
confirmed EPC’s ability to adaptively boost processing 
capabilities in response to how much data customers use, 
checking the platform’s performance during a breakdown in 
hardware functions, when a backup structure was quickly 
and automatically constructed using different hardware in 
order to sustain stable data communications.

The ICT solutions arm of Docomo parent NTT, NTT Com, 
acquired NFV platform developer Virtela Technology 
Services in January this year, and in July will launch what 
it says is the first suite of cloud services that enterprise 
customers can activate themselves and pay for on a per-
usage basis. 

NTT Com said the new services will enable enterprises 
to eliminate lengthy contract tie-ins, and establish new 
offices or short-term project support with minimal fuss. 
“While many industry experts and service providers 
have long been speaking about the potential of NFV, 
we are excited to become the first service providers to 
commercialize NFV-enabled services on a global scale,” 
said Takashi Ooi, VP for Enterprise Network Service 
at NTT Com. “Leveraging NFV technology in our Local 
Cloud Networking Centers worldwide, we can now deliver 
varieties of network functions—such as firewall and 
application acceleration for branch offices—from our 
network cloud. This eliminates the ‘one device, per service, 
per location’ model, resulting in significant cost savings for 
our customers.”

Of course there have been major developments in the 
vendor community also. Cellwize, the Self-Optimizing 
Network (SON) specialist, which recently appointed ex-
Vimpelcom and Telekom Austria chief Boris Nemsic as its 
engineering head, announced that it is the first to offer a 
NFV-ready SON solution, that’s multi-technology and fully 
multi-vendor compliant, self-organizes 2G, 3G and LTE and 
supports the virtualization of network functions to drive 
network efficiency.

Cellwize achieved the first step towards NFV by 
virtualizing its SON and application servers, delivering 
its optimization through virtual machines in NFV 
environments and based on the demand and size of the 
network, can efficiently increase or reduce its performance 
capabilities. According to Ofir Zemer, CEO of Cellwize, “NFV 
has been a key development for 2014 and it makes sense 
for centralized-SON to be in the cloud. As operators move 
their networks into a virtualized environment, it is vital 
that the RAN section can be managed by a robust virtual 
SON solution.” n

What’s becoming clear is that open source 
solutions and vendor interoperability are 

hugely important and necessary for the 
future of both SDN and virtualization.
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evolution everywhere
The CTO and CIO of UK LTE pioneer EE talks to MCI about his experiences of launching the 
technology, how it has given EE greater leverage in the wider ecosystem, and why CTO and CIO 
functions belong together. 

The significance of EE’s march-
stealing launch of LTE in the 
UK was perhaps most effec-

tively demonstrated by the responses 
of competitor operators Vodafone and 
O2 to Ofcom’s decision to authorise 
the repurposing of a portion of EE’s 
1800MHz spectrum for 4G. Vodafone 
flew off the handle, describing Ofcom’s 
decision as “bizarre” and accusing it 
of a “careless disregard for the best 
interests of consumers, business and 
the wider economy”. O2 was more 
circumspect, prefering “hugely disap-
pointed” as a stance. Both companies 
lamented the exclusion of their own 
customers from the first wave of LTE 
services, implicit in which was the 
knowledge that those who wanted 4G 
badly enough would churn to get it. 

EE launched its LTE service in 
October 2012, followed by O2 and 
Vodafone in August the following year, 
thanks to Ofcom’s placatory decision 
to accelerate the 800MHz licensing 
process. Today UK LTE numbers show 
just justified EE’s competitors were in 
their concerns. Informa’s WCIS Plus 
(accessed June 20th) records EE’s LTE 
user base at the close of March this 
year as 2.89 million, compared to O2 
with 1,000,000, 3UK with 1,500,000 and 
Vodafone with 471,901. The early start 
has given EE half the UK LTE market 
to date and WCIS forecasts suggest 
EE will retain this share until the end 
of 2017, when the total LTE market in 
the UK will number almost 29 million.

The UK’s largest operator, formed 
in 2010 by the amalgamation of Or-
ange and T-Mobile, had more than 
80 per cent of the UK LTE market in 
Q1 this year. Uptake has continued 
to be strong, with the firm claiming 
3.6 million at mid-May this year. 
Speed has been the hallmark of 
the firm’s LTE deployment; it took 
less than eleven months to prepare 
the launch, according to CTO Fotis 
Karonis. “To land this project safely, 
at such a speed, was a huge technical 
challenge,” he says. 

The aeronautical analogy may not 

be arbritarily deployed; Karonis was, 
in a previous incarnation, director of 
information technology and telecom-
munications for Athens International 
Airport. Immediately before joining 
EE he was CIO at Romanian incum-
bent Romtelcom—and he shoulders 
both CTO and CIO responsibilites in 
his current post. Indeed, the hybrid 
nature of the role itself is as much a 
reflection of the industry’s shifting 
sands as the accelerated LTE deploy-
ment that Karonis has overseen. 

That deployment retains its mo-
mentum, he says. By the end of this 
year outdoor population coverage 
should be at 90 per cent, with indoor 
coverage nudging 60 per cent he 
says. The firm recently announced 
redoubled efforts to provide solid 
coverage links along key transport 

arteries, including rail networks and 
the market’s most important motor-
ways. In May its rate of LTE customer 
sign-up overtook that for 3G services. 
History tells us that no lead in the 
industry is unassailable, of course, but 
right now EE looks difficult to beat in 
the UK LTE sector. 

Karonis reveals that EE has made 
significant progress on its own per-
formance metrics as deployment has 
expanded. Among the most important 
of these, he says, is first-time success 
with new site deployment. “In the first 
stages of the rollout, first time success 
with site build—getting every aspect 
right, and showing great performance 
on both 4G and 3G—was close to 60 
per cent,” he says. “The teams worked 
hard to not let that slow down the 
early stages of the LTE rollout, and 

Fotis Karonis
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now we’re more experienced in the 
process and aligning all the teams in-
volved, so we’re increasing the number 
of sites we switch on each month. We 
now have a first time success rate of 
90 – 95 per cent,” he says. 

The difficulties inherent in such a 
task reflect the size of breadth and 
number of organisations on which 
EE depends for the rollout of its 
network. RAN suppliers including 
NSN and Huawei (the latter a new 
partner for LTE, he says), core network 
providers—NSN again, and Erics-
son—IT companies including Amdocs, 
T-Systems and IBM and BT and Virgin 
Media on the transmission side make 
for “an enormous, very complex eco-
system,” he says. “Managing each of 
these suppliers simultaneously, mak-
ing sure they worked together despite 
being competitors and ensuring that 
the scheduling did not falter was a 
massive engineering exercise. Making 
these companies work as a team was 
my critical success factor.”

Pressed for particular challenges 
Karonis identifies backhaul, a bot-
tleneck headache familiar to mobile 
operator CTOs the world over. “We 
have really pushed BT and Virgin 
Media to invest in rural transmission,” 
he says. Maybe we don’t always have 
a satisfactory answer [for every rural 
customer] but without the energy that 
we put in it wouldn’t be there at all.”

Furthermore, he says, he was re-
sponsible for making sure that the 
firm’s retail presence was in a posi-
tion to transmute the achievements 
of the engineering and deployment 
teams into customer sales. At a time 
when online commerce seems truly 
pervasive, the retail store might seem 
like a touchpoint of yesteryear. But new 
technology launches require that poten-
tial customers can get their hands on 
the product, thus promoting the retail 
store to premier status in the operator’s 
customer acquisition strategies. 

“If you don’t have the right retail 
stores you can’t sell the product,” 
Karonis says. “and we put a lot of 
focus into making sure we had the 
right transmission to the retail store. 
Every store had to have very good 

internal coverage, so customers could 
actually see 4G.” Indeed, asked what 
he would do differently if he had to 
run the firm’s LTE deployment again 
from scratch, he says he would have 
liked to have 20 more stores ready at 
the point of commercial launch. 

Much of EE’s marketing since that 
launch has focussed on its leadership 
status in LTE—not just in a consumer-
facing sense, relative to its UK com-
petitors, but globally. A year after the 
launch, EE was billing itself in press 
releases as the world’s fastest mobile 
network, for example. But Karonis does 
not want the firm to pursue pioneer 
status for its own sake, he says, adding 
that in some instances it is better to be 
a follower than a leader. 

Voice over LTE—the focus of a spate 
of commercial launch announcements 
in the first half of 2014—is one exam-
ple and EE has said that it will not 
launch the technology before the end 
of this year. “Until we can ensure the 
same customer experience on VoLTE 
as on 3G—where we have a dropped 
call rate of around 0.6%—we won’t 
introduce this new capability,” Karonis 
says. “Our circuit-switched fallback for 
4G customers is performing extremely 
well. One of the main customer ben-
efits is HD Voice/AMR-WB, but we’re 
able to deliver that same codec on the 
3G network so there’s little immediate 
benefit to VoLTE.”

For all the focus on the movement 
of data that LTE has generated, it is 
noteworthy that Karonis should position 
voice quality as the “main strength of our 
brand”. It has, he says, been central to key 
corporate account wins since the creation 
of the EE brand. VoLTE is attractive to 
operators because of the benefits that 
it affords them rather than their users, 
he suggests, adding: “We won’t launch 
something just because it is new, if it 
results in a degradation of service.”

In any case the device ecosystem 
has yet to address VoLTE en masse, he 
points out. The natural lag between net-
work and device availability has been a 
characteristic of the industry since the 
days of GSM but Karonis believes that, 
in pursuing an aggressive strategy with 
LTE, EE has gained the upper hand in 
the age-old power struggle between 
operator and device vendor. 

“Previously the rules of the game were 
defined by the smartphone manufacturer,” 
says Karonis, who takes care to refer to 
these vendors in geographical rather than 
nominal terms—“the companies from Ko-
rea and California,” for example. But now 
the balance of power has shifted, he says. 

“Now EE is part of the high end 
group of operators that can influence 
the device process earlier and push the 
device ecosystem to deliver,” he says. 
EE has delivered network capabilities 
while the device ecosystem is still test-
ing its chipsets, he says. “What we have 
achieved with this is to make the deliv-
ery times of new smartphones faster. »

Fotis is the chief technology officer for EE, responsible 
for the IT and network development strategy and 
implementation. Fotis has overseen IT since Everything 
Everywhere was formed in 2010 with the merger of Orange 
and T-Mobile.

Prior to his role at EE, he held the role of chief information 
officer for Romtelecom. Prior to that, he worked at Athens 
International Airport, as director of information technology 
and the telecommunications business unit. In this role, 
Fotis planned, implemented and ensured round-the-clock 
integrated IT services and infrastructure to the airport that 
serves over 16 million passengers and five million visitors 
every year. Prior to this, he worked with Cap Gemini and 
Alcatel in France.
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“We influence what is inside the 
device, what combinations of spec-
trum   they support, whether the new 
application processors and modems 
are in the same chipsets or differ-
ent chipsets,” he continues. “We can 
influence the roadmaps of the device 
builders like the guys in Korea, the 
Californians and the other guys.”

The network is the new differentia-
tor, he argues, and the network is what 
gives the operator an ability to say 
that, of two devices that share many 
characteristics, one is definitively 
better than the other. 

On the network side, much has 
been made recently of the enhanced 
influence afforded operators by the ar-
chitectural shift to Network Functions 
Virtualization (NFV). As a CIO—former 
and current—Karonis is more than 
familiar with the architectural model 
and even characterises today’s LTE cell 
sites as “like a datacentre; like a blade 
farm—it’s exactly the same concept.”

But as with VoLTE, EE will not be 
rushing to NFV, he says. “We see this 
as an opporunity and we are having 
dialogues with the main vendors,” he 
says. “And if you look at the core, it is a 
combination of IT and network technol-
ogy coming together. It makes a lot of 
sense and, as these technologies con-
verge you get great cross fertilization.”

For this reason, he says, the coales-
cence of CIO and CTO functions at net-
work operators will become an increas-
ingly popular approach. “On the IT side 

you get agile software development and 
on the network side you have these very 
precise and excellent planners. Mixing 
these together gives you the best of both 
worlds, you get fantastic osmosis. These 
two roles, at least in the mobile industry, 
are born to be together,” he says. 

Aside from throughput, which is 
where so much of the attention de-
voted to LTE tends to be directed, the 
technology has other benefits for a 
CTO. Improvements in dropped call 
rates, speed of connection, latency are 
all great signs for the CTO as doctor 
of the network, he says. LTE “behaves 
much better” than 2G and 3G generally, 
he says, and has enabled a number of 
new use cases. EE delivers services 
to London’s Metropolitan Police that 
enable on-scene activities that were 
hitherto impossible. The firm’s network 
has been used by broadcasters to cover 
large events without the need for anyt-
ing bigger than a handheld package (EE 
launched a petabyte LTE tariff late last 
year, targeting just such use cases). 

“The UK is one of the fastest growing 
markets in the world, in terms of data 
consumption,” Karonis says. “Today 53 
per cent of our traffic is video and we’re 
expecting that to go to 67 per cent in the 
next three years. There used to be this 
stereotype that you could do certain 
things in the office, certain things at 
home, certain things while mobile. But 
this is all starting to blur now, thanks 
to these big industrial steps like LTE. 
It changes normality.” n
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 they support, whether the new applica-
tion processors and modems are in the 
same chipsets or different chipsets,” 
he continues. “We can influence the 
roadmaps of the device builders like 
the guys in Korea, the Californians and 
the other guys.”

The network is the new differentia-
tor, he argues, and the network is what 
gives the operator an ability to say 
that, of two devices that share many 
characteristics, one is definitively 
better than the other. 

On the network side, much has 
been made recently of the enhanced 
influence afforded operators by the ar-
chitectural shift to Network Functions 
Virtualization (NFV). As a CIO—former 
and current—Karonis is more than 
familiar with the architectural model 
and even characterises today’s LTE cell 
sites as “like a datacentre; like a blade 
farm—it’s exactly the same concept.”

But as with VoLTE, EE will not be 
rushing to NFV, he says. “We see this 
as an opporunity and we are having 
dialogues with the main vendors,” he 
says. “And if you look at the core, it is a 
combination of IT and network technol-
ogy coming together. It makes a lot of 
sense and, as these technologies con-
verge you get great cross fertilization.”

For this reason, he says, the coa-
lescence of CIO and CTO functions 
at network operators will become an 
increasingly popular approach. “On the 
IT side you get agile software devel-
opment and on the network side you 

have these very precise and excellent 
planners. Mixing these together gives 
you the best of both worlds, you get 
fantastic osmosis. These two roles, at 
least in the mobile industry, are born 
to be together,” he says. 

Aside from throughput, which is 
where so much of the attention de-
voted to LTE tends to be directed, 
the technology has other benefits for 
a CTO. Improvements in dropped call 
rates, speed of connection, latency are 
all great signs for the CTO as doctor 
of the network, he says. LTE “behaves 
much better” than 2G and 3G generally, 
he says, and has enabled a number of 
new use cases. EE delivers services 
to London’s Metropolitan Police that 
enable on-scene activities that were 
hitherto impossible. The firm’s net-
work has been used by broadcasters 
to cover large events without the need 
for anyting bigger than a handheld 
package (EE launched a petabyte LTE 
tariff late last year, targeting just such 
use cases). 

“The UK is one of the fastest growing 
markets in the world, in terms of data 
consumption,” Karonis says. “Today 53 
per cent of our traffic is video and we’re 
expecting that to go to 67 per cent in the 
next three years. There used to be this 
stereotype that you could do certain 
things in the office, certain things at 
home, certain things while mobile. But 
this is all starting to blur now, thanks 
to these big industrial steps like LTE. 
It changes normality.” n
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Cloud Radio Building Industry-
Best 4G Networks
Cloud Radio Overview
Cloud Radio is a performance enhance-
ment solution for LTE network. This solu-
tion could effectively mitigate the inter-
cell interference and signifi cantly improve 
the performance of LTE networks, 
especially for the cell-edge performance 
which has a great infl uence on user expe-
rience. This solution provides high-speed 
and seamless mobile broadband access 
experience for users. 

The key technology of Cloud Radio 
solution is cloud coordination, which 
introduces differentiated innovative 
technologies, such as Coordinated Multi-
Point (CoMP) Lite and dynamic CoMP, 
on the basis of CoMP solution. Therefore, 
this solution can overcome the applica-
tion limitations of standard CoMP tech-
nologies, and can implement inter-site, 
physical-layer coordination based on 
the existing PTN, microwave, and other 
bearer networks. 

1. Source of Innovation 
1.1. Serious Inter-Cell Interference in LTE 

Networks and Restrictions on CoMP 
Solutions

• Compared with 2G and 3G networks, 
the inter-cell interference in LTE 
network becomes more severe. The 
reasons are: 

Co-frequency networking: Compared 
with the Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (FDM) GSM technologies and Code 
Division Multiplexing (CDM) WCDMA 
technologies, the OFDMA-based LTE 
technologies have no inborn mechanisms 
for inter-cell interference mitigation. In 
addition, due to scarce and expensive 
spectrum, normally LTE uses co-frequen-
cy networking, which makes the interfer-
ence problem worse. 
Dense cells: LTE networks aims for 
high-speed data access, it should give 
more consideration to satisfied band-
width than signal coverage. Therefore, 

LTE sites will become much denser than 
3G (only several hundred meters or 
even less in dense urban areas), which 
increases inter-cell interference and 
lowers cell performance. 

Heterogeneous networking: The 
heterogeneous network has become a 
major solution for LTE capacity enhance-
ment. Small cells often use the same 
frequencies as macro base stations, it 
does improve capacity while introduce 
interference at the same time. LTE 
network performance, especially the cell-
edge performance, depends greatly on 
interference mitigation and elimination 
technologies. 

• The interference in large-scale com-
mercial LTE networks is more serious 
than expected, while standard CoMP 
solutions are limited by mobile back-
haul conditions. 

Insuffi cient attentions on interference: 
The interference in LTE network is not 
obvious when the traffi c is light. With 
the scale application of LTE service, the 
rapid growth of LTE traffi c will dramati-
cally increase the interference and worsen 
system performance, and the Inter-Cell 
Interference Coordination (ICIC) technol-
ogy is not enough to solve the complicated 
interference problems. 

Limitation of standard CoMP applica-
tions: The commercial LTE Networks use 
diversity bearer networks, transmission 
bandwidth start from tens of Mbps and 
end with fi ber-to-the-site (tens of Gbps). 
Standard CoMP solutions can achieve the 
best coordination performance in fi ber-
to-site scenario, but this requirement is 
much higher than the performance of 
existing bearer networks. Therefore, Stand 
CoMP solutions can only be used in very 
limited scenarios. 

1.2. Inter-Site Coordination Is More 
Important for Improving User 
Experience 

• Intra-site coordination is not enough 
for seamless moving user experience. 

Standard CoMP solutions have high 
requirements on the bandwidth and delay 
performance of bearer network, normally 
is only implemented inside a site. Intra-
site coordination mainly improves the 
performance of a single base station; there 
are still lots of performance troughs among 
multiple sites, so user experience fl uctu-
ates greatly when users move across the 
network. 
• Inter-site coordination is more 

important than intra-site coordination. 
Cell-edge performance has obvious af-
fects on network KPIs, such as the access 
success rate and the Dropped-Call Rate 
(DCR) during handover. Therefore we 
should focus on inter-site (cell-edge) 
coordination. A small improvement of 
the cell-edge performance will bring  
signifi cant changes in user experience, 
while further improvement of cell-center 
performance cannot evidently enhance 
user experience. 

2. Highlights and Benefi ts of Cloud 
Radio 
As a leading vendor of wireless network 
solution, ZTE launched the innovative 
Cloud Radio solution at the Mobile World 
Congress held in Barcelona in February 
2013. 

Cloud Radio solution breaks the limita-
tions of standard CoMP technologies on 
mobile bearer networks. For example, the 
CoMP Lite technology is used to lower the 
requirements for bandwidth and delay, 
and makes the advanced technologies 
available in popular PTN, IP-RAN, and 
microwave bearer networks, signifi cantly 
reducing mobile operators’ investment in 
4G networks. 

With ZTE’s innovative Cloud Radio 
solution, operators can solve LTE network 
interference problems with lower costs 
and provide users with beyond 4G access 
performance. 
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2.1. Flexible Adaptation to Existing 
Mobile Bearer Networks, Lowering LTE 
Network Deployment Costs
Popularization of advanced coordina-
tion technologies: By using the innova-
tive CoMP Lite, scheduling in advance, 
Joint Transmission (JT), and Coordinated 
Scheduling (CS) technologies, Cloud Radio 
solution can significantly reduce the 
requirements for bandwidth and delay of 
mobile bearer networks, and frees CoMP 
from intra-site and intra-BBU-pool sce-
narios. I.e. Cloud Radio technologies will 
no longer depend on dark fibers, and are 
adaptable to multiple existing IP bearer 
networks. 

Dynamic adaptation to mobile bearer 
conditions: Cloud Radio solution supports 
IP-based coordination data exchanging, 
and is adaptable to mobile network condi-
tions through multi-level cloud coordination 
mechanisms. Cloud Radio solution can help 
carriers deploy the most suitable coordination 
solutions according to the available band-
width of microwave, MPLS, and PTN bearer 
networks. In addition, the elastic bandwidth 
mechanism allows for reliable operation of 
cloud coordination technologies even in case 
of sharp fluctuations of bearer network perfor-
mance. Therefore, Cloud Radio solution has a 
higher environmental adaptability compared 
with standard solutions. 

The highest coordination profit with Lowest 
bearer cost: ZTE’s adaptable cloud coordina-
tion technologies make possible independent 
LTE access network construction and bearer 
network upgrade, and can achieve the best 
wireless coordination performance with avail-
able bearer resources in any stage. Therefore, 
operators do not need to invest heavily in 
bearer network construction in the initial 
stage of LTE deployment but can use the exist-
ing bearer networks to make more profit from 
performance improvement. With ZTE’s Cloud 
Radio solution, even use PTN bearer networks 
operators can achieve almost the same coordi-
nation performances as that achieved in dark 
fiber bearer conditions. 

2.2. Dynamic Coordination for High-
Speed and Seamless User Experience 
Static coordination clusters are required for 
standard CoMP technologies, and the co-
ordination cluster size is limited. Although 
fairly good coordination performance can 
be achieved inside a coordination cluster, 
user experience decreases sharply when 
users go across the borders of coordination 
clusters. 

Cloud Radio solution uses dynamic 
coordination scheme, which implements 
seamless coordination in both macro-
macro scenario and macro-micro scenario. 
This solution provides high-speed wireless 
access and the best static and mobile user 
experience. 

Summary
Cloud Radio solution, which helps opera-
tors obtain better access performance than 
that of 4G networks at the lowest bearer 
expenses, makes ZTE occupy a favorable 
position in the market competition of 4G 
networks, and is the best choice for mobile 
operators in the 4G era. 

The innovative Cloud Radio solution is by 
far the most advanced 4G network enhance-
ment solution, which makes ZTE rank as one 
of the top providers again in the industry in 
wireless product competitiveness.  n
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LTE: Making policy count

In its latest financial statement, UK 
operator EE, which was the first 
player in the UK market to launch 

LTE, highlighted two developments that 
provide a useful snapshot of mobile 
operators’ evolution in 2014. First EE 
noted that, during May this year, its 
LTE subscriber acquisition overtook 
its 3G subscriber acquisition such that 
LTE now accounts for the majority of 
the operator’s new additions. Second it 
revealed that data usage among its LTE 
customers had grown by 66 per cent in 
the past year. 

LTE is now a mature technology in a 
wide range of markets but the reality 
for many operators is that, while it is 
proving to be technically robust, serious 
challenges to its effective monetisation 
still remain. To stay with the theme of fi-
nancial results a little longer, there seem 
to be few accompanying CEO statements 
that do not bemoan the triple-threat of 
regulatory pressure on pricing, intense 
competition and macro-economic 
instability. 

An early effect of market maturity, and 
these three oft-cited pressures, has been 
erosion of the price premium that was 
associated with LTE at launch, hitting 
LTE revenues hard. Meanwhile there are 
also pressures on the cost side. LTE was 
certainly intended to improve opera-
tors’ cost of transmission but the huge 
demand for access among consumers has 
arguably neutralised this benefi t. 

So with price competition diffi cult to 
sustain, operators are now looking to quality 
of experience as a differentiator, to move into 
new service and business models.

Thus two key challenges have emerged: 
Operators need to improve the effi iciency 
with which they manage their capacity 
so that the cost of transport can con-

tinue to be optimised, while at the same 
time delivering quality of experience for 
the subscriber that will drive increased 
revenue and retention by moving into new 
services and business models. 

Central to the achievement of both 
of these goals is a real-time, granular 
understanding of network activity—a true 
understanding of context. Operators need 
to know what their customers are trying 
to do; how successful they are being; and 
where and when different levels of demand 
are affecting the network. And they need 
to connect all of this information to their 
policy engines. 

Contextual awareness of their networks 
will allow operators to establish and 
maintain top level network performance 
while expanding their service and product 
offerings in a customizable way, such that 
they can match specifi c offers to specifi c 
customer segments. 

The good news is that operators have 
the tools to do this, and among the most 
important is the Diameter signalling 

protocol. Diameter might be described 
as the blood vessels of the network, con-
necting all of the essential elements so 
that operators can access, process and 
exploit the wealth of real-time network 
information at their disposal. 

Diamater links the policy and charg-
ing rules function (PCRF) to the policy 
enforcement function (PCEF), and to the 
home subscriber service (HSS) database, 
for example, which will be essential to 
the evolution of roaming service and 
pricing models. It also interfaces with SIP 
and IMS elements in the core, provid-
ing contextual information that can by 
exploited by the PCRF in relation to the 
VoLTE launches that have acclerated so 
much in the past month. 

While we have heard much discussion 
of the “signalling burden” that comes with 
LTE, we believe that it should be seen in 
terms of the opportunity it presents to 
operators to take great leaps of sophisti-
cation in the choices that they offer their 
customers. 
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Mallik Tatipamula, Vice President for Service Provider Solutions at F5 Networks, argues that 
the importance of policy to the future of LTE service and charging developments cannot be 
overstated. 

Context-aware computing (CAC) centres on the concept 
of using information about an end user to improve the quality 

of interaction with that end user
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Today LTE access networks still broadly 
operate on a best-effort basis. A few leading 
operators aside, most players still try to move 
all of the traffic on their LTE networks as best 
they can, wherever it is, whatever it is and 
to whomever it is going. Such an approach 
creates obstacles to both customer quality of 
experience and cost of service provision. 

Instead operators need to harness the 
benefits of their context awareness so that 
they can deliver differentiated services 
that will enhance their financial per-
formance. The following are just some 
examples of what application, subscriber 
awareness can enable:

• Sponsored data: There is evidence that 
third parties are prepared to pay to deliver 

content to end users. It might be that the 
sponsors are the content owners, or simply 
that they want to make the content free so 
users will see their advertising message. 

• Turbo-boost: Simply throttling users 
back to GPRS-level speeds when they 
have hit their maximum data allowance 
might enable the operator to ensure 
they are not providing something that 
hasn’t been paid for. But it represents 
a poor customer experience. Instead 
customers can be given the opportunity 
to buy service enhancements that are 
contextually and temporally defined. 

• Tiered services: Prices may be com-
ing down but that offers the operator a 

chance to insert a new premium perfor-
mance at the top of the menu. This can 
also be extended to overseas services as 
more LTE roaming services come on line.

 
LTE is about so much more than im-

provements in capacity and throughput. 
Advances in context aware technolo-
gies mean that operators can add real 
brains to the brawn of LTE’s heavy-lifting 
capabilities. By using context aware-
ness in this way operators can deliver 
services that make sense to and satisfy 
the end user, maximise the efficiency of 
their network and offer a true differen-
tiator to ‘race-to-the-bottom’ price wars 
that represent such a threat to their LTE 
invesmtents.  n
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Secure in the Knowledge 
Jonathan Olsson, responsible for security technology at the Ericsson CTO office, talks to MCI 
about the evolution of the security landscape, how this is affected by the move to LTE and why 
the firm is urging industry players to sign up to 3GPP’s SECAM security assurance standards. 

In February this year Swedish 
network equipment and servic-
es vendor Ericsson published a 

white paper—Guiding principles for 
security in a networked society—that 
looked, from the outside, like the 
firm’s first significant public state-
ment on network security. While other 
vendors, NSN and Alcatel-Lucent in 
particular, have made security promi-
nent in their discourse for some time, 
Ericsson has tended more towards 
circumspection. 

The white paper set the scene for 
a greater visibility of security in 
Ericsson’s messaging during Mo-
bile World Congress, with the firm 
now clearly keen to join the wider 
discussion. And the first notion that 
Jonathan Olsson, security specialist, 
Ericsson group function technology, 
wants to dismiss is the suggestion 
that the firm’s historically low profile 
in the space does not reflect a lack of 
activity, hightlighting its long-time 
work in security standardization. 
“We consider security crucial to 
instill trust in networks for individu-
als, businesses, and society. Our view 
is security needs to be integrated 
in all aspects, from secure product 
development practices and creating 
network architecture to designing 
operational processes and managing 
operations,” he says.

“In the last couple of years we 
have seen a much bigger interest 
from operators in the security area,” 
Olsson says. “The threat landscape is 
developing at a really rapid pace and 
is being discussed at higher levels. 
It’s getting attention from CEOs and 
CTOs. We think it is great that this 
topic is now high on the industry 
agenda.”

Just how that threat landscape 
is developing is a source of much 
debate at the intersection of the se-
curity and telecom industries. While 
Olsson’s observation that emphasis 
has shifted from attacks that were 
often recreational in nature to well 
organised undertakings motivated 

by financial gain seems reasonable 
enough, there is still a sense within 
the industry that the threat is at 
times inflated by some organisa-
tions that might have security 
solutions to sell. 

“Scaremongering is one of the 
worst enemies we have,” says Olsson. 
“We need to be realistic about what 
the threats are in the mobile network 
environment and create awareness 
of how those threats are evolving. We 
have to make sure we’re keeping pace 
with the development of the threats 
so we can provide the solutions that 
are needed.”  

Approaches to risk will vary. If an 
attack has a very high probability but 
a low likely impact then operators 
will tend to invest less in mitigating 
it than they would for a threat that 
has moderate probability and a high 
impact. What is important is that a 
thorough risk assessment is carried 
out, Olsson says; an area in which 

Ericsson is clearly looking to position 
itself as a service provider. “Sometimes 
it helps to have an external party come 
in, look at your network and your pro-
cess to identify which assets that are 
most at risk or most valuable,” he says. 

As is the case with most elements of 
their business, different operators are 
at different stages in their approaches 
to security. “Some operators have been 
very security conscious for a  long time 
and have been at the forefront of this 
drive for security in the networks,” 
Olsson says. “Whereas others are just 
now starting to understand the busi-
ness relevance of security.”

The move to LTE changes the game 
for mobile operators, however. At-
tackers have a far wider and more 
comprehensive understanding of IP 
than they do ATM and TDM networks, 
he says. And the mobile industry need 
only look to the enterprise and IT com-
munities to get some idea of what it 
might have to face. 

With this in mind it has tended to 
be the larger operators, which also 
have established fixed networks and 
enterprise service arms, that have led 
the field in network security, Olsson 
says. Nonetheless, he says, Ericsson 
has encountered an increased security 
awareness and interest from MNOs, 
in general, to understand the security 
implications of the LTE architecture 
in order to implement appropriate 
security strategies.

LTE is not the only high profile tech-
nology shift ongoing in the industry 
at the moment, nor the only one that 
could have far reaching implications 
for network security. Olsson highlights 
virtualization of core node functional-
ity as one example. “Today we build 
core nodes knowing exactly what 
hardware it will be running on, know-
ing that we have hardware-rooted 
security and that we can optimise 
the software for that environment,” 
he says. 

“When you start virtualizing net-
work functions you don’t know what 
hardware you’re running on, or what 

Jonathan Olsson
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kind of capacity has been allocated 
to the virtual machine, so you need 
to create awareness of that fact in 
the application. It has to take into 
consideration the dynamic or elastic 
environment that it might be working 
in—and the security in the execution 
environment, as well.”

Moreover concerns remain about 
applications running in datacentres 
serving many tenants, he says. “One 
of the most important aspects of the 
cloud environment is the segmenta-
tion, isolation, containment, and com-
partmentilization of different tenants,” 
he says. “They need to be separated 
in such a way that, if one tenant is 
attacked or experiences some sort of 
outage, the other tenants running in 
that cloud are not affected. Nor should 
a tenant be able to break free from 
their containment to interfere with 
other tenants.”

As the telecoms industry inches 
towards virtualization there is intense 
debate about the need for telco-grade 
and standards-based equipment. And 
there are similarly-themed debates 
happening in security circles, Olsson 
says. In particular Ericsson is keen 
to see the industry coalesce around 
a 3GPP initiative called Security As-
surance Methodology (SECAM); a set 
of standards that aims to establish 
security requirements not just for 
products but for product development 
processes. 

Olsson explains: “One of the chal-
lenges in the industry today is being 
able to provide assurance that your 
products meet a certain level of se-
curity quality. It’s one thing to say 
that you have implemented one or 
other security functions but how do 
you know if you have implemented 
them correctly and ensured they are 
sufficient to mitigate risks?

“There really isn’t an industry 
standard that enables vendors to 
show some sort of complicance with 
these basic security requirements 
from a development point of view. 
That’s one of the things that we are 

aiming at with SECAM,” he says. 
One key change that the initia-

tive could usher in is a shift from 
vendors being required to provide 
security certification on a per-prod-
uct basis to a situation in which, 
“accreditors will verify a 3GPP 
manufacturer’s overall capability 
to produce products that meet a 
given set of security requirements,” 
Ericsson has said. 

There are benefits to be derived for 
both customer and supplier, Olsson 
argues. SECAM would enable opera-

tors to understand different levels of 
security inherent in products form dif-
ferent vendors—“so they can compare 
apples with apples”—while giving 
those vendors an established set of 
requirements that they must meet. 
“We hope it’s going to be the standard 
for every vendor in the telecom space,” 
Olsson says, although he stops short 
of suggesting that it might become a 
requirement. 

The Ericsson perspective on the 
alternative reflects an organisation 
that has long held standards close 
to its heart. In its February white 

paper, the firm wrote: “There is a 
real risk that uncoordinated global 
efforts in this area will lead to a 
diverging set of security require-
ments, which would jeopardize 
not only interoperability but make 
security that much more complex 
to guarantee. Global standards and 
best practices are fundamental to 
the efficient handling of threats—es-
pecially those that originate across 
national borders—as well as to 
building economies of scale, avoid-
ing fragmentation and ensuring 
interoperability.”

Mobile network security is a com-
plex technical problem but it may prove 
to be the case that mobilising and 
marshalling the many stakeholders 
required to produce the best response 
of which the industry is capable will 
prove a sterner task. Olsson hints 
that some operators are struggling to 
ensure that all key parties are pulling 
in the same direction internally, never 
mind participating in the creation of a 
coherent, industry-wide effort. 

Such programmes can be unwieldy 
purely by dint of their size and 
individuals and organisations that 
represent threats to network security 
tend to be nothing if not nimble. “One 

of the real challenges is that security 
is asymmetric in nature,” Olsson says. 
“As an attacker I just need to know of 
one vulnerability but as a defender I 
need to try and protect everything. At-
tackers are becoming more innovative 
and that means we have to be more 
innovative in the the type of defences 
that we implement,” he says. 

And revealing the kind of grudging 
admiration that foes on either side of 
the battle line can sometimes have 
for one another, he adds: “It’s the in-
novation from both sides that keeps 
it so interesting.” n

Jonathan Olsson is part of the ericsson CtO office, Group 
Function technology, where he drives security technology 
and portfolio strategy. Previously he was Product 
Manager at ericsson Product Area radio responsible for 
the radio product security strategy. 

Jonathan began his career at ericsson research, 
where he worked with multi-service equal access 
technologies and mobile backhaul standardization 
in the Metro ethernet Forum. He has over ten years' 
of experience with network security, transport 
technologies and mobile backhaul networks.  Jonathan 
holds a Masters in Computer Science from uppsala 
university.

career history

As an attacker I just need to know of one vulnerability 
but as a defender I need to try and protect everything
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W ith the expansion of 4G LTE net-
works and increasing customer de-
mand for the quality and diversifica-

tion of digital services, operators face a highly 
competitive environment. And yet, contained 
within their networks, operators have a source 
of information at hand, which may enhance 
their ability to compete and strengthen their 
position in the face of persistent challenges. 
This source of information is often referred to 
as ‘Big Data’.

Big data - raw information generated by sys-
tems and processes in operator networks - reveals 
insights on network performance and customer 
behavior. Analysis of such data holds out the 
tantalising possibility of making a significant 
and positive contribution to several important 
business objectives, such as the creation of new 
revenue streams, improvement of customer expe-
rience, and boosting subscriber retention. 

In particular, the all-IP 4G and LTE networks 
will generate significant volumes of new data 
that at present represent an untapped resource. 
Operators must take steps to ensure they exploit 
these resources and leverage this information to 
help address these opportunities. 

Recent statistics reveal that 70 percent of tele-
communications companies are committing them-
selves to big data analytics strategies, but only 
five percent of marketers within those companies 
are able to access and exploit this information. 
Those operators who continue to ignore the op-
portunities buried within big data generated from 
their networks do so at their own peril. 

However, the generation of this data is mean-
ingless at source. Real-time data collected by 
operators is unstructured when it is produced 
and it gains significance only through analysis 
and correlation. Sophisticated tools are needed 
to accomplish this task. Analysis introduces 
structure, which, in turn, enables operators 

to convert data into meaningful, useful and 
relevant information. Only information that is 
relevant can be exploited and monetised.

Targeted Marketing Campaigns 
deliver opportunities to upsell and 
cross-sell
Big data derived from LTE networks reveals 
a wide range of information about customer 
behavior and preferences. Such insights can be 
monetised through various means. Information 
that is available can include details about the 
devices and networks used by consumers, as 
well as the volumes of data they consume. In 
addition, it can reveal which OTT services and 
applications they prefer, the time and place that 

they most often use services or even indicate 
that certain services appeal to specific demo-
graphics within the subscriber base. 

Further, by offering an overview of the average 
customer accessing its services, an operator is 
better enabled to establish where demand exists 
and to create accurate subscriber profiles. Age, 
gender, location, frequency of use and informa-

tion on how much a given demographic may be 
willing to pay for services, are all vital informa-
tion points that offer considerable value when 
developing marketing campaigns and competi-
tively priced products. 

Customer insights help operators to optimise 
such marketing campaigns and ensure they are 
directed to the most appropriate recipients. Tar-
geted marketing based on the analysis of big data 
opens up opportunities to upsell and cross-sell to 
different profiles and demographics within which 
the need for a certain product has already been 
identified. As such, the intelligent use of such 
data opens up new revenue streams and can guide 
product development and launch.

Finally, by offering more personal and targeted 
marketing, a provider not only increases the quality 
of a customer’s experience but also delivers its 
products to areas where they will be most valued. 
This, in turn, can lead to increased ARPU.

Offering personalised customer  
experiences
In addition, analysis of Big Data derived from LTE 
network offers an opportunity to identify and man-
age competition – when, for example, comparable 
services begin to encroach upon a customer-base, 
and before they become a significant threat.

Repeated instances of customers accessing 
services at the same times, in the same places or 
through the same devices, will offer information 
on when, where and what provides the most 
satisfying experience. 

Offering a personal, efficient and satisfying 
customer experience differentiates a company 
from competitive businesses and, in an increas-
ingly challenging market, it can give an operator 
the edge over rivals. Analysing big data can show 
how an operator can enhance its customer expe-
rience through an optimised network, tuned to 
activity hotspots and areas with differing demand. 

Monetising Customer Insights:  
the importance of big data  
analytics in 4G LTE networks

TarGETEd MarkETInG 
basEd On ThE anaLysIs Of 

bIG daTa OpEns up  
OppOrTunITIEs TO upsELL 

and CrOss-sELL TO 
dIffErEnT prOfILEs and 
dEMOGraphICs WIThIn 
WhICh ThE nEEd fOr a  
CErTaIn prOduCT has  

aLrEady bEEn IdEnTIfIEd
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An open system approach  
to data analytics 
Polystar takes an open system approach to data 
analytics. Once data has been captured and cor-
related, it can be stored in databases for retrieval 
and analysis. These open databases are accessible 
to all groups and teams within the operator so 
that information that has been analysed is not 
limited to a single area of operations, but can be 
accessed and spread throughout the company. 

Through its Customer Insight Solution, Polystar 
is able to derive meaning from big data and enable 
different users within an operator’s organisation to 
receive the data that is relevant and useful to them. 

To ensure that the right data reaches the right 
people, the insights derived from big data can 
also be delivered to help measure adherence to 
identified KPIs. This streamlining of informa-
tion flow results in significant enhancements to 
operational efficiency. 

Real-time network and customer 
insights
When surveyed, customers have responded that the 
strongest factors influencing their decision to change 
networks included poor coverage, slow speeds and 
dropped calls.  Performed in real-time, Big Data 
analytics enables a holistic view across an entire net-

work and further increases efficiency, by optimising 
the speed with which a company can respond to a 
given situation and make proactive changes to offers, 
network provisioning and strategy. 

In order to consider effective ways of 
improving customer satisfaction, it is vital to 
identify and alert operators about incidents 
before they have affected a critical number of 
subscribers. Issues such as the deterioration 
of coverage due to a surge in activity in a 
particular area can be dealt with proactively 
before significant disruption can occur.  These 
elements, all of which can be monitored and 
measured through Polystar’s systems, have a 

direct impact on customer loyalty and churn 
rate, as well as the number of calls to customer 
support. Minimising their impact and effects not 
only saves operating costs, but also enhances 
customer satisfaction.

This provides one of the unique advantages 
of real-time monitoring and analytics. The pos-
itive effect of proactive strategies on customer 
experience has the greatest impact when they 
are applied to the factors that have the greatest 
significance for customer retention. Operators 
need to identify which of these factors matter for 
them and then leverage big data from their LTE 
networks to determine optimum solutions for 
retaining their customers.

By using customer data generated by LTE 
networks to create insight-based solutions for 
operators, big data analytics is able to offer strat-
egies for managing customer experience that can 
not only reduce operating costs but can also open 
up new streams of revenue.

For those companies that rise to the chal-
lenge of developing strategies to monetise big 
data derived from LTE networks and use it to 
improve customer experience, Polystar is able 
to deliver  tailored analytics that will transform 
unstructured data into meaningful and intelli-
gent information. n

By using customeR dAtA 
geneRAted By Lte  

netwoRks, Big dAtA  
AnALytics is ABLe to offeR 
stRAtegies foR mAnAging 

customeR expeRience thAt 
cAn Reduce opeRAting 
costs And open up new 

stReAms of Revenue

Polystar is the premier supplier of Customer Experience Management, Network Monitoring and Test Solutions to leading 
telecom operators, communication service providers and network equipment manufacturers around the globe. Polystar’s 
innovative product portfolio supports the complete lifecycle of new services and technologies—from design, pre-deploy-
ment verification and stress-testing, through roll-out, down to network assurance and service management of in- service 
mobile, fixed, IP or converged networks.

Polystar is recognised as one of the fastest-growing companies in Sweden. Since its establishment in 
Stockholm in 1983, it has experienced a continuous and sustainable growth, and evolved to a global presence, 
serving its customers in over 50 countries.

www.polystar.com

inna ott
director of marketing, 

polystar
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In 1982 a then little-known writer and 
director, Steven Lisberger, captured public 
attention with a groundbreaking movie 

called Tron. The premise of the film was a 
warning that computers would eventually 
take over our lives and that the best way to 
counter this eventuality would be through 
inside knowledge, by understanding the 
computers so well they would not be able to 
dominate humanity. 

Lisberger had no way of knowing just 
how portentous his storyline would have 
become some 30 years later. But in a 
press interview at the film’s launch, Lis-
berger referenced a 1963 quote from the 
Hungarian scientist who first developed 
holography, Dennis Gabor, who said that 
“the best way to predict the future is to 
invent it.” 

The communications industry is not 
short of predictions. By the end of this 
year, Informa’s WCIS+ forecasts almost 
386 million LTE connections around the 
world. By the start of 2020, this number 
will have leapt to over 2.3 billion. This 

means 27 per cent of the predicted 8.4 
billion mobile connections will be run-
ning on 4G technologies by 2020, with 
the balance largely on 3G. 

In terms of consumption, the Cisco 
Visual Networking Index predicts that 
monthly global mobile data traffic will 
surpass 15 exabytes by 2018; that’s 
1.8GB per connection per month and 
more than half of that will be over LTE, 
Cisco says. Indeed, by 2020, industry 
players like Nokia have said they expect 
to be helping operators to deliver 1GB to 
every subscriber every day. 

The future, it would seem, is in mobile 
broadband. And while this prediction 
would seem elementary, a cynic might 
say that in the case of the mobile com-
munications industry, invention is the 
mother of necessity. 

Roughly every ten years, the industry 
goes through a technology step change, 
where ad hoc developments can be 
taken no further and a new generation 
of technology must be rolled out. The 

innovation here is driven by the vendor 
community, responsible for developing, 
installing, maintaining and upgrading 
that infrastructure to meet demand. In 
order to capitalise on their R&D invest-
ment, the vendors must convince the 
operators to buy into the latest genera-
tion of equipment. The fine line, as we 
witness the commercial maturity of 
LTE, is highlighting the shortcomings of 
previous technologies such as 3G, whilst 
making future developments seem too 
far away to be worth holding out for. 
With this in mind the vendor community 
was understandably cautious when MCI 
approached with questions on the status 
of 5G development. 

But by happy coincidence there was 
good reason to prompt the industry 
heavyweights, as mid-May, Japanese car-
rier NTT Docomo farmed out contracts 
to several vendors in order to pilot 5G 
technologies.

Japan, like South Korea, has a very 
advanced mobile market and while not 

With 4g only just reaching commercial 
maturity 5g  is still very much something 
that remains to be defined. But in this 
glimpse of the future MCI looks at the 
access and core technologies that may 
shape the industry of tomorrow.

By James Middleton

Inventing 
the future
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always the first to deploy new technolo-
gies, typically sees very rapid adoption 
and subsequent saturation. South Korea 
is expected to have a pilot 5G network 
available for the Winter Olympics in 
2018 and commercial offerings by 2020, 
while Japan is also aiming for a 2020 
launch of the technology. 

"5G studies are starting to gain real 
momentum as we point toward 2020. 
We appreciate that 5G will provide 
significant performance enhancements 
to support future new applications that 
will impact both users and industry,” 
said Seizo Onoe, executive vice president 
and CTO at NTT Docomo, commenting 
on the pilot. 

Alcatel-Lucent, Ericsson, Fujitsu, NEC, 
Nokia and Samsung have all been se-
lected to work on a 5G proof of concept 
system, using the 15GHz frequency band 
for the air interface as well as exploring 
the potential of millimeter wave technol-
ogy in the 70GHz spectrum band. 

With 5G standards so undefined at 
present there is a considerable focus 
on access network technologies mainly 
as an evolution to what has been seen 
in LTE and LTE-Advanced. According to 
Dr Shahram G Niri, general manager of 
the 5GIC (5G Innovation Centre) at the 
University of Surrey in the UK, driving 
more data through the scarce, finite 
and expensive radio spectrum is the 
real challenge. “I therefore believe a 
new RAN becomes the main agenda for 
5G,” he says.

The 5GIC is one of several academic 
and vendor activities that have been 
announced as of this year. The Univer-
sity of Surrey received funding from 
the UK government, major infrastruc-
ture vendors and mobile operators to 
establish the world's first dedicated 5G 
programme and an international hub 
for telecommunication research and 
innovation with a unique, large scale 5G 
test bed. 

As Niri points out, an evolution in ra-
dio access has normally defined the new 
generation and standard, from analogue 
1G to digital 2G with TDMA, to 3G with 
WCDMA and finally 4G with OFDMA and 
SC-FDMA. Each standard also brought 
with it major attributes, such as 2G for 
mobility and roaming, 3G for multi-me-
dia service and 4G for full IP and greater 
spectral efficiency. 

“But it may not be an easy task to ex-
actly define 5G just yet. Our industry is a 
fast moving and dynamic industry. What 
we could however say is that the future 
wireless broadband will be provided 
not by one standard but by a combina-
tion of several standards and technol-
ogy families,” Niri says. “Depending on 
the services required and subject to 
underlying infrastructure and available 
spectrum, integrated 2G/3G/4G together 
with future releases of 3G and 4G (LTE-A 
and beyond) and 5G will be the pillars of 
future broadband service.”

Niri believes that 5G will be driven by 
capacity and quality with an evolution 
in radio access, with new waveforms and 
a leap forward primarily in spectral effi-
ciency and to some extent latency. But at 
the moment, the inclusion of brand new 
technologies is still up for debate. 

Professor Simon Saunders, director 
of spectrum specialist Real Wireless, 
argues that we are long overdue radio 
innovations as 4G was not really a ‘new’ 
technology. “It was very much based on 
antenna developments as well as 3G 
and Wimax. It was really a decade-old 
technology when it came to commerciali-
sation,” he says. 

“So will 5G introduce new technology? 
What we’ve seen so far—even more mas-
sive MIMO and wider bandwidths—are 
not really anything new. I’m not sure the 
pace of innovation has been that exciting 
to date.”

Saunders does grant, however, that 
very recent and as yet unverified tech-
nologies “might be something different”. 
In this he refers to Californian startup 
Kumu Networks, which is pitching 
wireless full duplex technology that is 
neither TDD nor FDD. Instead it is simul-
taneously transmitting and receiving in 
the same frequency through the same 
antenna. 

Kumu claims to have developed tech-
nology that cancels self-interference, 
the "unwanted" energy that leaks into a 
radio's receiver while transmitting. As 
a result of the cancellation, the receiver 
hears no noise from its transmitter, free-
ing it to cleanly receive external signals.

The physics are theoretically sound as 
the waves just pass through each other, 
so why has this not been done before? It 
was an engineering problem that Kumu 
only recently claims to have solved. » 

Roughly every ten 
years, the industry goes 
through a technology 
step change, where ad 
hoc developments can be 
taken no further and a new 
generation of technology 
must be rolled out
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Because a device has to transmit at very 
high power, while listening to a very 
weak signal, it effectively deafens itself. 
It’s like trying to listen while shouting. 

At Alcatel-Lucent owned R&D sub-
sidiary Bell Labs, Tod Sizer the head 
of wireless R&D, has been looking at a 
similar technology dubbed Universal 
Filter Multi Channel (UFMC). “It used to 
be that you used a separate frequency 
for each application, for example M2M 
or video downloading, and this is a very 
inefficient use of spectrum resources,” he 
says. “So with this new type of air inter-
face you can have devices that send data 
once in a while sitting with those that 
are streaming downloads in the same 
spectrum band. It’s much more scalable 
and you can dynamically change the way 
you treat different traffic flows.”

So with full duplex, which is a key 
attribute of UFMC, any given bit of spec-
trum could be used for both sending and 
receiving. According to Saunders: “If you 
had a small cell on a lamppost feeding 
users on the ground, it used to be that 
an operator needed separate spectrum 
to backhaul that connectivity. With full 
duplex however, that connectivity could, 
theoretically, be backhauled over the 
same spectrum.” 

But Lauri Oksanen, VP of research 
and technology for networks at Nokia, is 
more sceptical. “It’s a well known tech-
nology but until now the implementation 
has been so costly and complex that it 
has not been worthwhile. Although there 
have been some advances and we are 
considering whether this could be one of 

the advances to consider,” he says. 
“The main issue is that if you want 

to deploy it on existing bands then you 
need to introduce new devices as you 
can’t have legacy devices and new de-
vices operating in the same band. It still 
needs to be proven how much of a gain 
you think you get and at what cost.” 

While wifi is a mature technology 
with a sound use case, it deals terribly 
with interference and, when a wifi net-
work gets flooded, it slows down. “But 
this could be avoided with antennas 
that are transmitting at the same time 
as listening, and this can make a big 
difference to the network,” says Saun-
ders. “Regulators would also have less 
trouble deciding on FDD and TDD pack-
ages of spectrum as operators would be 
able to use both previously allocated 
swathes at once,” he says. 

It's no secret that technical specifica-
tions are largely irrelevant to end users. 
As long as they have a connection, it 
doesn't matter what technology the 
bearer is. So in this vein carriers need to 
create the illusion to the user that capac-
ity is unlimited—and the trick here is to 
figure out how to move resources around 
the network and get them in close prox-
imity to the users. 

“We need the network to be flexible to 
different types of applications,” says Siz-
er. “So with an application that requires 
low latency such as car to car connectiv-
ity or gaming, time matters—so the net-
work would adapt for the flow from that 
particular user to handle the processing 
and put it geographically closer in the 

network in a nearby data centre. 
“But for a video download where la-

tency isn’t a concern then you can route 
that connection to a more inefficient data 
centre further away and it still wouldn’t 
affect performance,” he says. 

With 4G developments the industry's 
key focus was on capacity, but with 5G 
the key focus is expected to be on capac-
ity density. The 'personal cell' is a term 
that gets a lot of air time in this context. 

A real world device has maybe six 
radios built into it and around three 
are active at any time: wifi, cellular and 
Bluetooth for example. So it’s feasible 
that the device should be able to connect 
to multiple radios at once in order to in-
crease capacity, operating on a dynamic, 
application–aware basis which returns 
to the premise that the user shouldn’t 
care whether the connection is wifi or 
cellular or any other bearer.

In this vision, every user gets their 
own cell, so there are no limitations on 
bandwidth and one subscriber's usage 
doesn’t hurt anyone else's usage of the 
spectrum because everybody is reus-
ing the same spectrum. To increase 
the capacity on wired networks the 
carrier would simply add another wire, 
so to increase the capacity on wire-
less networks the carrier simply adds 
another access point. If you don't run 
out of spectrum, a network strategy that 
allows you to keep building more cells 
suddenly becomes viable. 

Sara Mazur, vice president and head of 
Ericsson Research, expects that for this 
reason small cells will become more » 

Carriers need to create 
the illusion to the 
user that capacity is 
unlimited and the trick 
here is to figure out 
how to move resources 
around the network 
and get them in close 
proximity to the users
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important in terms of network topology 
but also notes that changes in the core 
network are starting to happen now as 
well. “We need short latency and the abil-
ity to execute functionality close to end 
users out on the access network, but we 
also need the ability to execute function-
ality in the core when needed,” she says. 
“The evolution of the core is starting now 
with the adoption of cloud technology 
in the execution environment and we`re 
seeing more of the network environment 
virtualised.” 

In this respect, Japanese carrier NTT 
Docomo is once again at the forefront, 
following up its 5G trial announcement 
with the successful virtualisation of 
the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) in joint 
verification tests with Alcatel-Lucent, 
Cisco and NEC to support the functions 
required for Network Functions Virtu-
alization (NFV).

The aim is to enable faster delivery 
of new telecom services and boost 
performance by applying virtualization 
technology to EPC software that takes 
on LTE data communication functions. 
The test results according to Docomo 
have confirmed EPC's ability to adap-
tively boost processing capabilities 
through controls from the system that 
manages EPC in response to how much 
data customers use lending credence to 
the aforementioned concept of the reac-
tive network. 

Docomo checked the platform’s perfor-
mance during a breakdown in hardware 
functions, when a backup structure was 
quickly and automatically constructed 
using different hardware in order to 
sustain stable data communications, ef-
fectively rerouting the connection.

"NFV is highly expected to bring 
changes in the ecosystem of network in-
dustries," said Seizo Onoe. "Nonetheless, 
unless there's a high degree of collabora-
tion between players, this would end up 
being pie in the sky."

While already acknowledged as a 
universal truth in terms of technol-
ogy development and evidenced by the 
patent rushes accompanying any new 
generation of wireless, never before 
has collaboration between stakehold-
ers been so important. But this time 
around it’s because the interested 
parties extend beyond the traditional 
wireless sector. 

5G is not only expected to act as a 
driver for development in the telco sector 
but will also provide impetus to deeper 
integration with other industry verticals. 

Another EC funded organisation, ME-
TIS the Mobile and Wireless Communi-
cations Enablers for the Twenty-twenty 
Information Society is a European con-
sortium also aiming to lay foundations 
for 5G through collaborations spanning 
telecommunications manufacturers, net-
work operators, the automotive industry 
and academia.

Essential services that fall under 
the project’s remit include ebanking, 
elearning and ehealth, which METIS 
believes will see an avalanche of mobile 
and wireless traffic volume, increasing a 
thousand-fold over the next decade. Traf-
fic will be driven by a mix of communica-
tion between humans and machines that 
need to access and share information 
efficiently, comfortably and safely as the 
advent of the Internet of Things ushers 
in tens of billions of connected devices.

Simon Saunders notes that the custom-
er base for his consultancy is expanding 
into enterprise territory because “every 
business needs wireless but most busi-
nesses don’t understand it. So we need 
to decode things both ways between the 
different communities. Businesses are 
not sure what the need wireless for or 
what they need to deliver a specific ap-
plication. Although we work with opera-
tors, vendors and regulators we also get 
lots of business from wireless users like 
Wembley Stadium,” he says. 

Whereas 3G and 4G were both designed 
with multimedia consumption in mind, 

the true potential of the Internet of Things 
will not be realised until it gets a carrier 
designed with its unique features in mind. 

“If you want a joined up technology 
that is harmonised and operators could 
play a role in, then the last thing to do 
is start from LTE in terms of using it 
as the optimum technology for M2M, 
because its designed for high data rates 
and speeds, capacity density, and high 
end devices with short battery life,” says 
Saunders. 

M2M channels only carry bytes of data 
at the moment and given the nature of 
signalling on LTE, all that chatter means 
you have more traffic on the signalling 
channel than you do on the payload, 
which is inefficient in terms of resource 
usage. While LTE works with lots of 
frequencies and time slots and resource 
allocation, work is now on to ensure 
that from time to time some of those 
resources are reserved for a different 
air interface which suits M2M and that 
devices with a battery life of ten to 15 
years know when to wake up and go to 
sleep again in order to conserve power. 

“By the end of this decade there will be 
more connected machines than connected 
humans, maybe ten times as many, with 
very different requirements,” says Nokia’s 
Oksanen. “We’re working in 3GPP to make 
LTE more M2M friendly but keeping 
backwards compatibility in mind there is 
only so much you can do, so M2M will be 
a big feature of 5G,” he says. 

Despite the lack of 5G standards 
definition, what’s clear is that mobile 
networks are changing. Previous tech-
niques that originate from voice-driven 
networks are no longer viable and LTE is 
just providing a glimpse of the availabil-
ity of ubiquitous broadband. While new 
breakthroughs are being made in access 
technology, disruptive innovations in IT 
are poised to radically change networks 
from the core through the use of SDN 
and NFV, intelligent network technolo-
gies that at once time seemed as incom-
prehensible as the digital world depicted 
in Tron. The major challenge will be to 
seamlessly and gradually migrate today’s 
fragmented, multi-generation and multi-
vendor networks to these new technolo-
gies and concepts whist still running 
several generations of legacy equipment. 
But as the industry has made clear, the 
future is unwritten. n

M2M channels only carry 
bytes of data at the 

moment and given the 
nature of signalling on LTE, 
all that chatter means you 
have more traffic on the 

signalling channel than you 
do on the payload, which 
is inefficient in terms of 

resource usage
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Mobile telephony was a premium 
product for many years; the preserve 
of wealthy consumers and compa-

ny-sponsored executives. Penetration only 
began to skyrocket with the introduction of 
competition and the ensuing drop in pricing. 
That boom in customer numbers translated 
into success and wealth for the generation 
of operator executives that engineered it. 
But competition has continued to intensify, 
regulation has compounded the pressure 
and the leaders of today’s operators face a 
different kind of challenge; keeping prices at 
levels that are sustainable to their businesses.  

Much in the industry is in a process of 
acceleration. LTE, we are often reminded, 
has been deployed more quickly than any 
of its network technology predecessors, is 
being adopted more quickly and, of course, 
delivers data far faster. Less appealingly 
for operators, more rapid uptake of LTE 
will likely bring with it an acceleration in 
the erosion of price premiums. 

A survey of 50 LTE operators world-
wide carried out by UK-based telephony 
pricing specialist Tariff Consultancy Ltd 
(TCL), found that 74 per cent of them 
launched LTE at some kind of premium 
to existing services. But the fact that 
more than a quarter opted not to shows 
just how difficult it is for operators 
today to link improved performance to 
increased value in the mind of the end 
user. And if one operator in a market 
opts not to raise its price for LTE, the 
others will have little choice but to fol-
low suit—sooner, rather than later. 

Often the disruptive players with the 
most market share to gain are the most 
likely to opt for lower prices. Three UK 
famously announced that it would not 
attach a price premium to LTE services 

a full ten months before it actually made 
LTE available to its customers. The tim-
ing of this announcement may well have 
been motivated by the firm’s need to 
make itself heard on LTE in the UK at a 
point when other operators were stealing 
a march on it in terms of deployment—
but it also set off a countdown clock for 
premium pricing. 

Perhaps the most high profile disruptor 
in the mobile industry in recent years has 
been Iliad-owned Free, in France. The oper-
ator has jolted the French market with its 
ruthless approach to pricing, and played 
no small part in forcing a restructuring 
of the market, the full extent of which is 
almost certainly not yet visible. The latest 
estimates for French subscriber numbers 
from Informa’s World Cellular Information 
Service Plus show Free having taken third 
place from Bouygues in WCDMA subscrip-
tions, with 20.5 per cent of the 3G market 
at the end of the first quarter this year. In 
LTE, Free has 14.4 per cent. 

“In the case of Free Mobile, the 
introduction of 4G LTE services at the 
same tariff as 3G HSPA has meant that 
other French operators have revised 
their tariffs to follow suit,” says Margrit 
Sessions, founder of TCL. “So although 
Orange, Bouygues and SFR did launch at 
a price premium initially, the price pre-
mium was reduced after Free Mobile’s 
disruptive initiative.”

In January this year, the MVNO oper-
ated by UK supermarket giant Tesco on 
the O2 network, quietly announced that 
it was abandoning its attempt to make 
LTE a premium-priced service. In another 
illustration of how difficult the strategy 
is to maintain, Tesco revealed that the 
small surcharge it had attached to its LTE 

service—£2.50/month—was being rolled 
back. The firm had launched LTE only 
three months previously, with the new 
pricing described by chief marketing of-
ficer Simon Groves as “a great value price”. 

Nonetheless some operators are using 
LTE to drive innovation in the way that 
they price and sell services, with some 
specialists in the sector suggesting that 
differentiated pricing strategies that take 
advantage of the inherent capabilities 
of LTE networks might well be the only 
viable response to the kind of race-to-
the-bottom price competition so often 
bemoaned by CEOs in financial results 
statements. 

Of course LTE can only continue to 
command a premium while it remains 
fundamentally a niche product. Once the 
wider market is being targeted, different 
strategies are needed to coax lower-spend-
ing customers onto the new service. In 
this area some tried and trusted strategies 
mingle with newer, more innovative ideas. 

First and most obvious, operators have 
to draw attention to price cuts. At the 
time of writing, and by way of example, 
the T-Mobile Netherlands website is pro-
moting a SIM-only LTE offer that gives 
users 2GB of data and 300 minutes. The 
price for the deal has been cut by more 
than 40 per cent, from €38 to €22. 

Another familiar strategy, currently vis-
ible on the EE website in the UK, is to offer 
service for free at an introductory level in 
the hope that users will become attached 
to the service and begin to pay for it. This 
is particularly popular at the lower end 
of the market. EE is currently offering an 
LTE SIM-only deal that comes with 50MB 
of data pre-loaded—an allowance that will 
soon be drained. Once this data has been 

LTE pricing is changing fast as the market matures. But while some operators are 
looking to employ elegant new charging models that draw on the sophistication LTE 
enables, others are still duking it out with least-cost options. 

By Mike Hibberd

Eyes on the price
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consumed, users can activite a further 
free 10GB allowance which they must use 
within 90 days of activation. Once this 
second allowance has expired, users must 
top up to regain data access. 

But as well as bringing down prices, 
operators are also bringing down data 
allowances, says Martin Morgan, direc-
tor of marketing at billing and charging 
software provider Openet. And this has 
had an interesting effect. “Prices for LTE 
have been coming down while speed has 
been going up. Some operators are now 
offering 500MB packages, some even 
200MB for the initial package. But as you 
lower the entry level volmes, because the 
speed has increased, customers are go-
ing to hit their limits much earlier.”

This provides operators with a  clear op-
portunity to either migrate users to larger 
and more expensive data plans, or to sell 
smaller add-ons to see users through to 
the beginning of their next cycle. 

Research conducted by Informa Tel-
ecoms & Media and Mobidia has looked 
in detail at the extent to which users 
consume the data made available to 
them in their bundles. Using data from 
users of Mobidia’s My Data Manager 
application, the research covered tens of 
thousands of 3G and 4G Android smart-
phone users in ten markets; South Korea, 
Japan, USA, Canada, Germany, UK, Saudi 

Arabia, South Africa, Russia and Brazil. 
The results, and what they mean for 

operators, are mixed. Data compiled by 
Mobidia showed that more than half of 
customers used less than 50 per cent of 
their monthly data allowance in January 
2013, across all data-plan sizes.

As might be expected, the percent-
age of subscribers using less than half 
their allowance was higher for those 
with larger allowances. While 55 per 
cent of 4G smartphone users with plans 
between 1 – 500MB in size used less than 
half of their allowance, the number rose 
to 69 per cent for users with allowances 
in excess of 5GB. This may seem at first 
to be a positive for operators; like the 
owners of gyms the world over, they are 
being paid for a resource that their cus-
tomers are not expoliting fully. 

But report author Mike Roberts 
warned that, as users gain more insight 
into their own usage patterns, they may 
well seek to downgrade, and spend less. 

More promisingly for operators, the 
number of users exceeding their data 
allowance increased during the course 
of 2013, across 3G and 4G and across 
all plan sizes. Furthermore, as Roberts 
wrote: “The share of users exceeding their 
plan limit was higher for 4G smartphones 
than for 3G smartphones.... Country level 
data for 4G smarpthone users in » 

Prices for LTE have been 
coming down while speed 
has been going up. Some 
operators are now offering 
500MB packages, some 
even 200MB for the initial 
package. But as you lower 
the entry level volmes, 
because the speed has 
increased, customers are 
going to hit their limits 
much earlier
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December 2013 shows that the share of 
users exceeding their monthly plan limits 
increases as 4G penetration increases.”

Of the markets featured in the study, 
South Korea had the highest instance of 
this phenomenon, with 31 per cent of us-
ers across all plan sizes exceeding their 
limit, the research found. In Japan the 
figure was 21 per cent, in the US 17 per 
cent, in Canada and Germany 15 per cent 
and, in the UK, 11 per cent. 

“We’re only going to see more of these 
real-time add-ons being sold,” says 
Openet’s Morgan, “as operators reduce the 
size of their entry level packages and their 
prices while increasing network speed.”

Increases in speed capabilities are also 
being leveraged by some operators seek-
ing to maintain some kind of premium 
peformance association for LTE. Swisscom 
introduced its “Natel Infinity” mobile data 
tariffs in June 2012, in a bid to make the 
unlimited plan—something that has come 
increasingly under fire since it was first 
used to stimulate mobile data uptake—
easier for the consumer to understand and 
more positive for its bottom line. 

The twist with Infinity is that, while 
user data consumption is not capped, it 
is charged according to different tiers of 
service. At launch the tariffs ranged from 
the XS CHF59/month (€48.33) for speed 
capped at just 0.2Mbps and all voice and 
SMS included, to the XL CHF169/month 
(€138.43) for 100Mbps speeds, all voice 

and text and substantial roaming and 
international calling bundles (see slide 
for full range). 

Launching the tariffs, Swisscom said: 
“Surveys of Swisscom customers have 
shown that they are unable to visualise 
megabytes and often do not know how 
much data they send and receive. As a re-
sult, they restrict their usage to avoid extra 
charges. The new Natel Infinity subscrip-
tions will render this unnecessary, as they 
will include data traffic. The offerings will 
be the first to offer a choice of transmission 
speeds, which are easier for customers to 
understand. Customers will in future only 
pay for the speed they require.”

In an analyst presentation delivered 
in the first half of 2013, Swisscom said 
that the simple and transparent pricing 
that the Infinity subscriptions offered 
had resulted in “very rapid adoption” (see 
slides on this and previous pages). While 
there was an initial drop in ARPU during 
the first six months, the firm said—which 
was expected as a result of some users 
moving to a lower-cost experience that 
met their needs—this tailed off fairly rap-
idly. New customers, said Swisscom, were 
“increasingly on higher value plans”. 

Switzerland is a comparatively expen-
sive country but Swisscom’s experience 
shows that it is possible to maintain a 
premium for service. The tariffs at either 
end of the range may well have limited 
appeal but the mid-range offers allow 

users to choose a package based on 
something they can understand, not least 
because it is familiar from the world of 
fixed broadband pricing. 

Working along similar lines but dis-
tinguishing instead between prepaid and 
postpaid is Swedish operator Telia. Users 
of the firm’s SIM-only 4G ‘Telia Refill Start-
paket’ can only have LTE service at speeds 
up to 20Mbps, according to the firm’s web-
site, accessed in May. If higher speeds are 
sought then users must upgrade the type 
of contract they have with the operator. 

In the same presentation in which Swiss-
com discussed its Infinity plans, the opera-
tor observed that its revenue from specific 
services (fixed and mobile voice, text, etc) 
had dropped substantially, thanks to inter-
net and OTT based alternatives. “Pre-inter-
net,” the firm said, 75 per cent of revenue 
was tied to usage of a specific service. That 
had fallen to 36 per cent at the time of the 
presentation. “The only thing a customer 
needs is (multiple or bundled) high qual-
ity access subscriptions,” Swisscom said. 
Operators have “no choice,” it added, “but to 
prepare for the day when there will ne no 
usage based fees left.”

Others argue that  service-based pricing 
remains crucial—it’s just the services on 
which operators are focused that need to 
change. “It will be better for everyone if we 
can get to amore segmented pricing envi-
ronment,” says Andy Tiller, VP for market-
ing at Chinese BSS vendor »

New tariff 
paradigms Mobile Infinity plans, setup and impact
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 AsiaInfo-Linkage. “Instead of having 
a data bundle people should be paying 
for the services they want. At that level 
if a parent wants to allow their kids to 
watch only a certain amount of YouTube, 
or restrict some services and not others, 
they’ll be able to.”

Tiller’s suggestion derives from the 
same observation as Swisscom’s deci-
sion to go for speed-based, unlimited 
plans—namely the fact that users don’t 
understand Megabytes. And bids to 
familiarise users with the concept of 
consuming specifi c services rather than 
is already underway. In the UK EE has a 
video on demand service offering cheap 
fi lms streamed or downloaded over its LTE 
network, for which it is currently waiving 
the data charges. 

Again users are being encouraged to 
try something for free or low cost that, 
subsequently no doubt, they will be 
asked to pay for. But it would seem likely 
that, when the subsidy is removed at the 
beginning of 2015, it will be the fi lms 
that users will pay for—and not the data. 

And if operators don’t want to sub-
sidise usage themselves, then perhaps 
they can fi nd a partner to do it for them. 
US operator AT&T launched a sponsored 
data offering in January this year that 
enables “eligible 4G customers to enjoy 
mobile content and apps…without 
impacting their monthly wireless data 
plan.” The move met with a range of 
responses, including some net-neutrality 
sabre-rattling from US authorities. 

But Informa analyst Julio Puschel sug-
gested in the wake of the launch that the 
service would have most benefi t as a new 
advertising model. “Initially, some market 
observers assumed that the main aim of 
the model was to enable AT&T to recoup 
extra revenue from OTT services by in-

troducing a way to charge them directly,” 
Puschel said. “But Informa believes that 
its major potential instead lies in offering 
a new advertising model, in which compa-
nies can offer data-heavy ad content that 
users can view without incurring data 
charges. For example, Netfl ix could use 
sponsored data not to subsidise internet 
costs for users viewing an entire movie, 
but to turn mobile into an additional ad-
vertising medium by offering free-to-view 
trailers to mobile customers.” Crucially, 
however, such a strategy would be likely 
to encourage users to start paying for 
content when the consumption experience 
proves satisfying. 

Perhaps the biggest news in mobile 
pricing to come out of the US in recent 
years has been the success enjoyed by the 
market’s operators, AT&T and Verizon, 
perhaps in particular, with shared data 
plans. Reporting its fi rst quarter fi nan-
cials in April, AT&T revealed that its Mo-
bile Share plans, which allow subscribers 
to connect multiple self-owned devices, or 
multiple family-owned devices to a single 
bucket of access, now accounted for 
almost 33 million connections—or 45 per 
cent of the fi rm’s postpaid subscribers. 

The number of shared plans tripled year 
on year to 11.3 million, with an average of 
three devices per account, the fi rm said. 
Morevover, uptake for the higher data-rate 
plans was encouraging. AT&T said that 
at the end of the fi rst quarter this year, 46 
per cent of Mobile Share accounts were on 
10GB or higher allowances, up from 28 per 
cent at the same point in 2013. 

Mobile pricing has always been con-
voluted. Even when voice and text were 
the only services available, the operator 
community was renowned for the often 
impenetrable complexity of its tariff 
structures. Today the variety of data and 

LTE pricing strategies refl ects something 
more positive than the deliberate cus-
tomer bamboozling that was commonly 
believed to be at the heart of operators’ 
tariff plans of years past. Because today 
operators are trying a range of different 
models in a bid to learn which ones will 
be, on the one hand, easy for consumers 
to understand and, on the other, benefi cial 
to their business at a time of great com-
petition and regulatory pressure. 

There are, says TCL’s Margrit Sessions, 
no dominant trends in LTE pricing, which 
refl ects the exploratory nature of the 
exercise today. Not least this is because 
one operator is very different from the 
next. Those with full multiplay offerings, 
for example, are increasingly positioning 
the bundle as the differentiator, rather 
than specifi c mobile pricing. And while 
some are looking to protect revenues with 
innovation and value creation, others will 
doubtless continue to target customers 
with cut-price offerings. 

“Part of the answer to that sort of com-
petition is to provide innovative pricing 
that your competitors can’t copy,” says Asi-
aInfo’s Andy Tiller. “One of the things that’s 
holding some operators back is the legacy 
IT infrastrcuture that’s in place. That 
might be part of the reason why prices are 
being kept the same with the move to 4G, 
certainly in markets like France.”

With LTE, operators now have networks 
in place that make greater elegance and 
sophistication in pricing possible. They can 
deliver dynamic policy and bearer set up, 
making it easier to provide services like tur-
bo boosts. And they are now able, crucially, 
to check whether or not the intended qual-
ity of experience was actually delivered. 
And operators are starting to separate into 
those that are exploiting such sophistica-
tion and those that are not. ■ 
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A
s LTE’s global reach spreads, so 
does the feeling that a ‘world 
phone’—one that is compatible 
with all global LTE bands—

would be a useful thing. Having to create 
separate Stock-Keeping Units (SKUs) 
for different countries and regions is 
especially inefficient for device vendors, 
but multinational operators, distributors 
and retailers would also benefit from 
knowing that a single device can be sold 
anywhere.

That such a clear win-win proposition 
for all mobile stakeholders, including 
consumers, has yet to yield an actual 
product betrays the harsh technical real-
ity of creating an LTE world phone; it’s 
just not very easy to do. That’s not to say 
it’s impossible, but as with most tech-
nological challenges it has to be worth 
the effort—there needs to be some clear 
return on investment.

The core challenge involved in creating 
an LTE world phone is the fragmented 
state of the world’s LTE spectrum, with 
around 30 bands in total currently in 
use. While harmonization around, say, 
5-10 bands would theoretically benefit 
everyone, the technology industry has a 
rich history of fragmenting to a self-de-
structive extent, as local considerations, 
financial vested interests and competing 
egos all combine to make everyone pull 
in different directions.

A good place to start the search for glob-
al LTE unity might be the leading mobile 
chipset provider. “The technical challenge 

of designing a universal LTE phone has 
been solved with the combination of our 
world mode modems/transceivers,” says 
Peter Carson, director of marketing for 
Gobi Modem and RF at Qualcomm, before 
putting the ball firmly in the operators’ 
court. “The absence of one simply reflects 
the lack of global LTE band harmoniza-
tion among carriers, which in part will be 
driven by LTE roaming agreements.”

So while Qualcomm has technical 
solutions, as you would expect, they are 
still at the mercy of forces beyond their 
control, which is healthy. Sooner or later 
we all run into immutable laws of phys-
ics, no matter how big and influential we 
are, although Qualcomm does seem to be 
meeting this challenge head-on. “With 
every new generation of global LTE prod-
uct, OEMs are designing in more bands,” 
says Carson. “Some QTI customers now 
have designs with 15 LTE bands or more, 
plus 4-bands of 2G and 5-bands of 3G.”

There seem, therefore, to be two dispa-
rate factors at work here: the will of the 
world’s operators to standardize around 
a small number of LTE bands and de-
mand from device vendors to produce 
the mythical LTE world phone. “A device 
with all world LTE bands supported is 
a positive goal to look to achieve,” says 
Graham Wheeler, director of commercial-
ization product management at smart-
phone specialist HTC. “When designing 
a device, while the chipset can usually 
support a number of bands, to enable all 
world LTE bands in one device creates 

significant challenges for antenna and 
hardware designers.”

And here we come to the nub of the 
matter from a device vendor’s perspec-
tive: nice idea, but is it worth the hassle? 
Of course it would make life easier for 
device vendors if they didn’t have to 
produce unique SKUs to cater for every 
different LTE environment they operate 
in, but if the cost of producing a world 
phone exceeds the savings it generates 
then it’s a hard thing to justify. Yes, it 
would be nice for consumers to know 
they could theoretically roam anywhere 
in the world, but that’s unlikely to regis-
ter as a key differentiator.

Phil Kendall, executive director at indus-
try research house Strategy Analytics, is 
acutely aware of the challenges surround-
ing the ‘long tail’ of LTE bands. “We have a 
situation where the economics of sup-
porting the long tail of frequency bands 
on an LTE phone are not great,” he says. 
“Bands 3, 7 and 20 (in particular, band 3) 
have become quite popular globally for 
networks, but there is also a very strong 
need to support the somewhat fragmented 
picture of band configurations at 700MHz 
and also the AWS band for some of the 
Americas. Beyond that, there is not going 
to be the critical mass of operators placing 
orders for more “niche” bands.” 

Does Kendall agree with Qualcomm, 
then, that it’s the operators that hold the 
whip-hand in this matter? “There are 
certainly players with enough scale to 
warrant the near-unique support (China 

Long term harmony
LTE is the fastest-growing wireless technology yet and it comes at a 
time when even the world’s poorest people have access to smartphones. 
However the global LTE picture remains highly fragmented, with no 
consensus on LTE bands, so is it desirable or even possible to make an LTE 
world phone?

By Scott Bicheno
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Mobile, AT&T and Verizon Wireless have 
all influenced specific device configura-
tions), but that does not necessarily mean 
even those requirements make it into a 
universal world phone. As such, it would 
really take the device vendors in the mid-
dle of the value chain to set the agenda on 
an LTE world phone—using economies of 
scale in ordering one chipset supporting a 
larger number of bands, rather than mul-
tiple chipsets supporting fewer bands.”

So, to summarize the story so far: the 
component guys think it’s an operator 
problem, the device vendors identify com-
ponents as a technical bottle-neck and 
the analysts think it’s down to the device 
vendors to set the agenda. Clear enough?

One solution to this problem that has 
been in discussion for several years now 
is APT700 (band 28)—an initiative pro-
moted by the Asia Pacific Telecommunity 
(APT) that aims to harmonize LTE ser-

vices around the 700MHz band. Put sim-
ply, if every country/territory supported 
the APT700 band, then a phone that also 
supported 700MHz would therefore be 
an LTE world phone.

“Over the past 12 months industry 
and market support for the APT700 band 
plan has been building and great pro-
gress is being made,” says Alan Hadden, 
president of the Global Mobile Suppliers 
Association. “700MHz is an excellent » 
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Some of the potential benefits of having a single handset SKU that supports LTE universally

source:  Qualcomm

Qualcomm single sKU advantages
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GSMA Band 288 Map

frequency for wide area coverage in 
regional and rural environments, and for 
penetrating homes and buildings, and 
is an important digital dividend arising 
from the shift by TV broadcasters from 
analogue to digital transmissions. More 
needs to be done in those markets where 
the transition to digital TV has not yet 
been completed, to overcome regulatory 
delays. APT700 is the clear direction and 
goal for achieving near-global spectrum 
harmonisation for LTE, the greatest 
economies of scale, the lowest user 
terminal costs, and the broadest mobile 
broadband access.”

If history is any guide, efforts to get 
the entire world to pull in the same 
direction are likely to be, at the very 
least, challenging. Not only are there 
the inevitable competing interests, dis-
parate entrenched habits, and cultural 
barriers, there’s the small matter of 
whether or not this spectrum is even 
available. In many cases 700MHz spec-
trum has been made available when 
legacy, analogue TV signals, which 
were broadcast over that frequency, 
were turned off. 

But each country has a unique agenda 
and timetable for that process so, even 
if you got everyone in the world to agree 
that APT700 is a good idea, we might 

still have to wait several years for the 
spectrum to become globally available. 
Latin America, for example, has also 
shown a keen interest in the APT700 
concept, but it will be a few years before 
some Latin American countries switch 
of their analogue TV signals and free-up 
the requisite spectrum.

Qualcomm’s Carson concedes that quite 
a few LTE bands are likely to be necessary 
for the foreseeable future. “These [roaming] 
agreements and the ensuing global band 
harmonization will take at least a couple 
of years. Given that many LTE operators 
have deployed 2-3 LTE bands already and 
perhaps more in the future, global roaming 
devices will not necessarily need to support 
all ~30 LTE bands, but the number is likely 
to be above 20.”

This just adds to the challenges faced 
by device vendors, especially those that 
focus on smartphones. Right now the 
global smartphone industry is dominat-
ed by two players: Apple and Samsung. 
Since the launch of the iPhone back on 
2007, Apple has done a great job of own-
ing the highest price tier of the smart-
phone market by exploiting its strong 
brand, unique software and superior app 
developer ecosystem to convince many 
consumers the premium price of an 
iPhone is worth paying. » 

ITU region 1

ITU region 2

US Band Plan

Band 28 decisions/preference

Band 28 possible

ITU region 3

CEPT

ASMG

ATU

APT

CITEL

APT Asia Pacific Telecommunity
ASMG Arab Spectrum Management Group
ATU African Telecommunications Union
CEPT Conference  Européenne de  administrations des Postes et des Télécommunications
CITEL Comisión Interamericana de Telecomunicaciones

LTE FDD

1800 MHz band 3 589 devices
2600 MHz band 7 582 devices
2100 MHz band 1 423 devices
800 MHz band 20 392 devices
800/1800/2600 tri-band 340 devices
AWS band 4 334 devices
700 MHz bands 12 or 17 327 devices
850 MHz band 5 282 devices
700 MHz band 13 275 devices
900 MHz band 8 246 devices
1900 MHz band 2 169 devices
1900 MHz band 25 97 devices

LTE TDD

2600 MHz band 38 278 devices
2300 MHz band 40 269 devices
1900 MHz band 39 125 devices
2600 MHz band 41 120 devices 
3500 MHz band 42,43 17 devices

This table, provided by the Global 
Mobile Suppliers Association nicely 
summarizes how varied LTE support is 
currently

The vast majority of the world has the potential to support APT700

Source:  GSMA, Feb 2013

GMA LTE Band Devices Table
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Much of the current global smartphone 
growth, however, is coming from devel-
oping markets where the majority of 
the population simply can’t afford an 
iPhone. This is where Samsung has per-
formed especially well, combining an ex-
tensive device portfolio covering all price 
tiers with a massive marketing budget 
and blanket distribution to ensure they 
have a smartphone for everyone. 

Apple and Samsung’s two-pronged at-
tack has left few crumbs on the table for 
the other smartphone vendors, despite 
most of them consistently producing 
very high quality hardware. One consola-
tion for the chasing pack is potentially 
China—the world’s largest smartphone 
market and its growth engine for the 
past couple of years—where neither Ap-
ple nor Samsung are as dominant as they 
are elsewhere. However, local vendors 
such as Huawei, Lenovo, Coolpad and 
Xiaomi have been growing sales rapidly 
in China on the back of close ties with 
local manufacturers, good distribution 
and localized content.

Between them Apple and Samsung ac-
count for nearly all of the profit generated 
by the global smartphone industry and 
most global growth is currently being 
grabbed by lean Chinese vendors such as 

Lenovo and TCL Alcatel. Traditional smart-
phone powerhouses such as Nokia, Sony, 
HTC and LG have to concern themselves 
first and foremost with generating a profit, 
and only then with the complexities of 
international standards arrangements.

“When we launch a device in EMEA, 
we need to tune the sensitivity of the 
European bands so that they are able to 
hold calls and signal for all conditions 
and this requires physical space on the 
device,” says HTC’s Wheeler. “If we were to 
add more LTE bands it would either mean 
more physical antenna space needed in the 
structural design or reduced sensitivity of 
the bands supported ( i.e. losing LTE sig-
nal more easily).” In short; there’s no point 
in covering more bands if that’s to the 
detriment of the overall user experience.

Before your average smartphone ven-
dor can allow itself to worry about the 
LTE roaming capabilities of its devices it 
needs to work out how to sell a few more 
of them and how to avoid making a loss 
in so doing. Things are moving in the 
right direction in terms of components 
and LTE band harmonization, but if the 
rest of the industry wants that crucial 
device vendor buy-in it looks like they 
need to make it even easier to produce 
an LTE world phone. n

If only LTE band support was as uniform as smartphone design is these days

iPhone5s SONY Xperia Z2

Before your average 
smartphone vendor can 

allow itself to worry about 
the LTE roaming capabilities 

of its devices it needs to 
work out how to sell a few 

more of them

HTC One

GMA LTE Band Devices Table
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With over 290 LTE contracts, 126 commercial LTE launches,  
and LTE deployments in more than 100 capital cities from Canberra  
to London, Huawei is enabling the world’s leading operators to take  
maximum advantage of growing opportunities in vertical markets while  
offering subscribers a smooth No-Edge network experience.

Huawei LTE is part of the vision to grow your business with MBB everywhere.

Find out more at WWW.HUAWEI.COM/LTE
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MARKETPLACE

Citrix
www.citrix.com

Citrix is a cloud company that enables mobile workstyles empowering people to work and 
collaborate from anywhere, securely accessing apps and data on any of the latest devices. 
Citrix solutions for MNOs enable operators to elevate subscriber quality of experience (QoE), 
monetize big data and virtualize network infrastructure.

Alcatel-Lucent
www.alcatel-lucent.com

We are at the forefront of global communications, providing products and innovations in IP and 
cloud networking, as well as ultra-broadband fi xed and wireless access to service providers and their 
customers, and to enterprises and institutions throughout the world.
With revenues of Euro 14.4 billion in 2013, Alcatel-Lucent is listed on the Paris and New York stock 
exchanges.

Accuver
www.accuver.com

Accuver is a leading provider of wireless test and measurement solutions that optimise the 
performance and reliability of mobile networks. Working with all major network operators, infrastruc-
ture vendors, chipset manufacturers, and wireless equipment OEM’s. We measure, troubleshoot, and 
optimise network performance and wireless service delivery.

BroadSoft
www.broadsoft.com

BroadSoft, a leading Unifi ed Communication innovator, powers solutions for mobile, fi xed and cable 
telecommunications service providers. With extensive experience in IMS-based networks, BroadSoft 
is best equipped to enable telecommunication service providers to deliver hosted UC, VoLTE and 
RCS across various communication devices and help transform the way businesses communicate.
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F5 Networks
www.f5.com

Amid exploding numbers of devices, users, data and applications, operators are looking at diverse 
technologies like 4G LTE to improve network coverage, effi ciency, and performance.

 F5 allows operators to effi ciently provision, manage, secure and scale mobile devices, application, and 
network services, integrated and interoperable with emerging SDN and NFV architectures.

Fortinet
http://www.fortinet.com/

Fortinet (NASDAQ: FTNT) is a worldwide provider of network security appliances and the market 
leader in unifi ed threat management (UTM). Our products and subscription services provide broad, 
integrated and high-performance protection against dynamic security threats while simplifying the IT 
security infrastructure. Our customers include enterprises, service providers and government entities 
worldwide, including the majority of the 2012 Fortune Global 100.
 Fortinet's fl agship solution consists of FortiGate physical and virtual appliance products that 
provide a broad array of security and networking functions, including fi rewall, VPN, antivirus, intrusion 
prevention, Web fi ltering, antispam, and WAN acceleration. FortiGate appliances, from the FortiGate-40 
for small businesses and branch offi ces to the FortiGate-5000 series for large enterprises and service 
providers, are based on a proprietary technology platform

Huawei
www.huawei.com

Huawei is a leading global ICT solutions provider. Through our dedication to customer-centric 
innovation and strong partnerships, we have established end-to-end capabilities and strengths 
across the carrier networks, enterprise, consumer, and cloud computing fi elds. We are committed to 
creating maximum value for telecom carriers, enterprises and consumers by providing competitive 
ICT solutions and services. Our products and solutions have been deployed in over 170 countries 
and regions, serving more than one third of the world's population.

Mediatek
http://www.mediatek.com/

We’re Mediatek and our products power your favourite technology — smartphones, smart TVs, 
wearable devices and more. Technology makes us smarter and helps fulfi ll the potential inside all of 
us. That’s why we want it to be accessible to everyone. We want everybody to be an Everyday Genius.
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Oracle Communications
www.oracle.com/communications

Oracle Communications solutions span the communications industry landscape — from cross-channel 
customer experience and business and operational support systems, to network service and session 
delivery and control solutions — enabling service providers and enterprises to deliver and monetize 
innovative digital lifestyle services, build strong customer relationships, and streamline operations.  
For more information, visit http://www.oracle.com/communications

NEC
www.nec.com

As the only provider of IT platforms, applications, and telecom infrastructure, NEC gives carriers the 
advantage in the new era of network as they seize the next opportunity for revenue growth.

From Optical network to wireless broad band to SDN and next generation TOMS, NEC’s solutions 
satisfy the growing Business IT customer demand for lower cost and complexity with infi nite 
fl exibility without upfront investment or delay. We are ready to provide carriers with the carrier-grade 
availability and the industry leading respect for our environment that end user’s demand.

Polystar
www.polystar.com

Polystar is the premier supplier of Network & Customer Analytics, and Test solutions worldwide. 
Polystar helps operators monetise data assets in LTE networks and use the resulting insights to 
improve customer experience. Headquarted in Stockholm, Polystar serves leading telecoms operators 
and network equipment manufacturers in over 50 countries.

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
www.samsung.com

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a global leader in technology, opening new possibilities for people 
everywhere. Through relentless innovation and discovery, we are transforming the worlds of TVs, 
smartphones, tablets, PCs, cameras, home appliances, printers, LTE systems, medical devices, 
semiconductors and LED solutions. We employ 286,000 people across 80 countries with annual sales 
of US$216.7 billion. To discover more, please visit www.samsung.com.
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Tektronix Communications
www.tekcomms.com

Tektronix Communications is uniquely positioned as the communications industry’s fi rst 
Telecommunications Intelligence Provider (TIP) offering both service assurance and monitoring 
and network intelligence solutions that uniquely cover all four dimensions of the service 
provider’s environment: subscriber behavior, the services & applications they consume, the 
network environments they occupy and the technologies that enable them.  

Telecoms.com
www.telecoms.com

Telecoms.com – the leading provider of news, analysis and opinion for the global telecoms 
industry – provides innovative marketing solutions through different channels such as 
webinars, TV interviews, newsletters, print products, events and white papers. Whether you 
are looking to reach operators or vendors our targeted marketing options and vast industry 
databases will ensure that your marketing message reaches the right people. 

Xceed Technologies
www.xceedcorp.com

Xceed Technologies is a leading provider of software solutions for wireless network deployment, 
optimization, O&M, and SON.  Xceed software solution includes, Geolocation, performance, big data 
Analytic, and real time rules based expert system.  Wireless operators, infrastructure, and handset 
vendors use Xceed’s software products worldwide.  Xceed’s products are used worldwide and support 
all major wireless standards, including LTE, WiMAX, HSPA+, UMTS/GSM, CDMA/EVDO, and WiFi.

ZTE
wwwen.zte.com.cn/en/

ZTE Corporation is a globally-leading provider of telecommunications equipment and network 
solutions. With operations in 160 countries, the company is a leader in technology innovation, 
delivering superior products and business solutions to clients all over the world. Founded in 1985, 
ZTE is listed on both the Hong Kong and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges.
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Super hero movie meets taxi Driver
As a crack squad of vendors assembles for an assault on 5G, London cabbies 
offer a lesson in dispute resolution.

Poor old Mobistar. The Belgian operator was probably bristling with pride in 
May after becoming the first in its market to complete a test of LTE Advanced 
technology. In partnership with Huawei it aggregated spectrum at 1800MHz and 

800MHz to drive throughput of more than 200Mbps. The firm’s chief network officer 
heralded “the future of high-speed mobile” upon the trial’s completion.

But the future is just the past waiting to happen and Japan’s NTT DoCoMo was on hand to 
trump its Belgian peer, announcing that it had put together a crack squad of suppliers to trial 
5G technology. Avendors Assemble, if you like. Doc Omo’s superhero roster comprised Alcatel-
Lucent Man, Captain Ericsson, The Incredible Fujitsu, Dark NEC, Super Nokia, Samsung Girl and 
The Invisible Huawei (invisible in the sense that it was entirely absent from the list).

That’s a film you wouldn’t want 
to go and see, isn’t it.  The secret 
weapons and skills employed by 
this band of shadowy heroes to 
fight Demando, the insatiably 
data-hungry super-villain, 
include The Millimeter Wave, The 
Time-Domain Beamforming, The 
Enhanced MIMO and Fujitsu-
Jujitsu. Doc Omo plans to deploy 
his 5G defences in 2020, by 
which time slobbering Demando 
will have reached terrifying 
proportions.

More than that we do not yet 
know. It might not be in vendors’ 
interests to talk about it, anyway. 

As one ALU exec pointed out with admirable candour at MWC this year, talking about 5G makes 
it harder to sell 4G—and there’s plenty more 4G to sell, they hope. Indeed, the Informer called 
up one of Doc Omo’s squad to ask for chat about 5G and was told that the firm has yet to decide 
whether or not it can talk about it. The first rule of 5G Club… etc. 

Speaking of fighting, there was an interesting lesson for operators in May to be found in an 
unlikely place; the front seat of a London taxi. The stereoptypical portait of the London taxi 
driver is a bubbling cauldron of anger and resentment, white-knuckled hands clenching the 
steering wheel, scowl alternating between the road in front of him and the passenger in the 
rear view—a passenger now cast as an audience of one to a spittle-lipped tirade about how 
UKIP’s immigration policy is too liberal. Many cab drivers would take issue with such a narrow-
minded portrait, which is ironic, as nobody loves a bigoted stereoptype like a London cabbie.

What’s this got to do with wireless, you may ask…? Well consider the following scenario: 
A group of licenced incumbents who have for years enjoyed privileged market access 
and an effective pricing monopoly have found themselves out-innovated and now face a 
challenge to their elevated status, as unlicensed competitors delivering equal and possibly 
better service get in on the act. Sound familiar?

This is what has happened to London taxi drivers thanks to smartphone app Hailo. 
Once a pure-blood licenced taxi app that connected users to the nearest driver directly, 
doing away with the awkward social dance of flagging one down, Hailo has now extended 
its market to private hire vehicles. (Hailo’s not a new idea, of course. Anyone remember 
Zingo?) The difference between cabbies and operator executives when faced with such a 
dilemma, however, is that cabbies know how to SAUWT IT AHHHT!

“Things turned a little bit nasty, punches were thrown and the police were called,” the 
head of the London Taxi Drivers’ Association told the BBC about a visit that some of its 
number paid to Hailo’s London headquarters this week. So, there you go, operators. Tell 
those consultants to shove their co-opetition where the sun don’t shine, grab a chisel, head 
down to OTT HQ and get a bit tasty! n

Join the debate
A round-up of recent reader comments from the 
industry-leading website Telecoms.com. Get involved in 
the discussion at  
www.telecoms.com/join-the-debate/

The Ericsson report indicates great movement for 
the telecoms industry, but operators must be able to 
support this with a rock solid 2G and 3G infrastructure, 
if they are to keep customers happy, connected and 
subscribing. Many communities, particularly in rural 
areas, rely on these networks, resulting in social 
exclusion as breakages and faults become increasingly 
common.

Askar Shelbani on Ericsson’s forecasts for LTE data 
uptake in China. 

It’s an area that BlackBerry is rarely acknowledged 
for. In the context of an industry that pays $19bn for a 
messaging platform, the $200m BlackBerry paid for 
QNX 4 years ago seems like a shrewd move. QNX has 
become almost uniquitous across car manufacturers. 
Ford dropped MSFT for BB QNX this year and (I could be 
wrong), but I believe that even Apple CarPlay runs on the 
QNX platform.

Tim Deluca-Smith on Blackberry’s announcement that it 
is to leverage its well-established QNX OS for a new IoT

It is quite interesting that the four mobile operators are 
taking an “if you can’t beat them, join them” approach 
on WhatsApp while TRAI studies the OTT impact.

T.J. Ivinjack on WhatsApp gaining more traction in India 
through operator relationships. 

It’s interesting to see that even AT&T’s simple 
‘sponsored data’ concept is coming under fire from 
politicians and the FCC for potentially contravening 
net neutrality principles. This seems to imply that 
operators should not be allowed to offer any kind 
of competitive advantage to OTT partners, whether 
it’s special tariffs, network QoS, access to customer 
insights, etc. I can’t see how forcing operators to 
become dumb pipes is going to provide any benefit 
to consumers. Conversely allowing operators to add 
value to OTT services running over their networks can 
create a win/win/win for operators, OTT players and 
consumers alike.

Andy Tiller on the US government interest drawn by 
AT&T’s launch of sponsored data tariffs. 
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